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PREFAO;E 

IN preparing this revised third edition, I have removed a 
number of minor' errors and have made, I hope, some improve
ments in analysis and exposition. I have also tried, so far as 
possible, to bring my references to facts and'iaws up to date. 
The main changes in the structure of the book are as follows. 
A por~ion of what used to be Chapter VIII. of Part IV. and 
the Appendix entitled .. Taxes on Windfalls" are omitted, as 
the matters there discussed are now dealt with in ..4. Study of 
Public Finance. The following Chapters are new: Part I., 
Chapter IV. j Part II., Chapter VIII. j Part III., Chapter XVL ; 
Part IV., oQhapter VIL Chapter XI. of Part II. replaces, 
under a new title, what u~ed to, be Chapter -X. and has been 
entirely rewritten. The first five divisions of Appendix III., 
which are conce,t'ned with the subject-matter of that Chapter, are 
also new. In these divisions I have made fr~e use of an article. 
entitled It An Ana~ysis of Supply," which appeared in the 
Economic Journal in June 1928; and in the new Chapter VlI. 
of Part IV. I have used part of an article on "Wage Policy 
and Unemployment," which appeared in the same journal in 
September 1927. 

The scheme of the book, which is displayed in more detail 
in the Analytical Table of Contents, is as follows. In Part L 
it is argued, subject, of course, to a large number of qualifica
tions, that the economic welfare of a community of given size 
is likely to be greater (1) the iarger is the volume of the 
national dividend. and (2) th6· larger is the absolute share of 
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that dividend that accrues to the poor. Part II. is devoted 
to a study of certain principal influences of a general kind by 
which the volume of the dividend is affected, and Part III. to 
a study of influences specifically connected with labour. In 
Part IV. the question is raised in what circumstances it is 
possible for the abSolute share of the dividend accruing to 
the poor to be increased by causes which at the same time 
diminish the volume- of the dividend as a whole; and the 
relation of disharmonies of this character, when they occur, 
to economic welfare is discussed. The two Parts contained 
in the first edition, which discussed respectively the Varia
bility of the National Dividend and Public Finance, are 
omitted from this, as they were from the second edition. 
Their SUbject-matter is now treated more fully in my Industrial 
Fluctuations and .A. Study in Public Finance. 

I have done my best, by restricting as far as possible the 
use of technical terms, by relegating specially abstract discus
sions .to Appendices, and by summarising the main drift of 
the argument in an Analytical Table of Contents, to render 
what I have to say as little difficult as may be. But it would 
be idle to pretend that the book is other than a severe one. 
In part, no doubt, the severity is due to defects of exposition. 
But in part also. it is due to the nature of the problems 
studied. It is sometimes imagined that economic questions 
can be adjudicated upon without special preparation. The 
"plain man," who in physics and chemistry knows that he 
does not know, has still to attain in economics to that first 
antechamber of knowledge. In reality the subject is an 
exceedingly difficult one, and cannot, without being falsified, 
be made to appear easy. 

In publishing so comprehensive a book, I have had to face 
one somewhat special difficulty. Legislative and other changes 
both here and abroad are sd.numerous and rapid that some of 
the legal enactments and general conditions to which I have 
referred in the present tense are 'certain, by the time the book 
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is in the reader's hands, to have been superseded. I do not 
think, however, that the impossibility of being completely up 
to date in a world of continuous' change matters very greatly. 
For the illustrations I have used are not brought forward for 
their own sake. The service I ask of them is to throw light 
on principles, and that purpose can be performed as well by 
an arrangement or a fact that lapsed a year or two ago as by 
one that is still intact. . 

I would add one word for any student beginning economic 
study who may be discouraged by the severity of the effort 
which the study, as he will find it exemplified here, seems to 
require of him. The complicated analyses which economists 
endeavour to carry through are not mere gymnastic. They 
are instruments for the bettering of human life. The misery 
and· squalor that surround us, the injurious luxury of some 
wealthy families, tIle terrible uncertainty overshadowing many 
families of the poor-these are evils too plain to be ignored. 
By the knowledge that our science seeks it is possible tba~ 
they may be restrained. Out of the darkness light! Tj) 
search for it is the task, to find it perhaps the prize, which 
the" dismal science of Political Economy" offers to those who 
face its discipline. 

KING'S <;joLLEGE, 

CAMBRIDGE, NOtJl11Ibn 1928. 

A. C. r. 
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PART I 

.WELFARE AND THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND 

CHAPTER I L ... " 
1/ WELFARE AND ECONOMIO WELFARE 

§ 1. The main motive of economio study is to help social improve
ment. §§ 2-3. Economic science will, therefore, be .. realistic" rather 
than II pure"; but not merely II descriptive." § 4. It is very 
difficult to make its analysis quantitative. § 5. Economic welfare 
may be defined roughly as that part of welfare that can be brought 
into relation with the measuring rod of money. §§ 6-9. Instances 
can be multiplied in which economio causes, that affect economic 
welfare in one way, affect total welfare in a different way. § 10. 
Nevertheless there is a presumption that qualitative conclusions 
about effects upon economic welfare will hold good also of effects 
upon total welfare. § 11. And reasonably adeq~te conclusions about 
effects uyon economio welfare can often be obtained by economic 
science, lB spite of the partial and limited character of that science. 

CHAPTER II I-
DESIRES AND SAnSPACTIONS 

§ 1. The relation between satisfaction and the money measure is not 
direct, but is mediated through desires, the intensity of which need 
not always bear the same proportioD to the satisfactions that their 
fulfilment yields_ § 2_ For the most part this circumstance is not 
important. § 3. But for the choice between using resources 
for the present and for the ~istant future it is nry important. 
§§ 4-5_ Coupled with the fact of individual mortality, it suggests 
that people are likely to save less and to use up nature's exhaustible 
stores more quickly than consists with the general interest. § 6. 
There is a presumption, therefore, against taxes that differentiate 
against saving. § 7. And in favour of State action to conserve 
natural resources. 
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CHAPTER III 

J THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND 

§ 1. For the most par~ economic causes act upon Aconomic welfare, 
not directly, but through the national dividend. §§ 2·3. In spite 01' 
the paradoxes involved, this is most conveniently taken to embrace 
only things purchased with money income, together with the services 
a man obtains fl'om inhabiting a house owned by himself. §§ 4·7. 
The nationaZ d'ividend and the national consumable income are 
distinguished, and various problems connected with the definition 
and evaluation of the dividend are examined. 

CHAPTER IV 

WHAT IS MEANT BY MAIN'rAINING CAPITAL INTAOT 

§§ 1·13. A number of difficulties connected with this lIIatter are 
studied in detail. 

CHAPTER V 

v CHANGES IN THE SIZE OF l'HE NATIONAL DIVIDEND 

§§ 1·4. If it were feasible we should wish to define changes in the 
size of the national dividend in physical terms without reference to 

-./.. people's tastes, §§ 6·8. But this is not feasible: and the definition 
l .... we are forced to adopt has serious defects. 

CHAPTER VI 

THE MEASUREMENT OF CHANGES IN THE SIZE OF THE NATIONAL 

DIVIDEND 

§§ 1·3. Subject to the condition that prices and quantities are the 
only data accessible to us, we require to construct a 7Ma6ure of 
changes in the size of the national dividend which will conform as 

-L. nearly as may be to our definition of these changes. § 4. This 
l . involves three things: (1) to devise a measnre which would be 

applicable if data about prices and quantities were available for all 
commodities; (2) to devise a practicable approximation to this 
measure frOID the limited data which are in fact available; (3) to 
determine how reliable this practicable approximation is likely to 
be. §§ 6·13. The first of tbese problems is discnssed. §§ 13·20. 
Then the second. § 21. Finally the third. 

CHAPTER VII 

1/ ECONOMIO WELFARE AND CHANGES IN THE SIZE 01' THB NATIONAL 

DIVIDEND 

§§ 1.4. Provided that the dividend accruing to the poor is not 
diminished, increases in the aggregate national dividend of the 
community, nnless they result from coercing people to work more 
than they wish to do, carry with them increases in economic welfare. 
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§ I. Values of marginal private net products are, in gelleral, 

equal to rates of return. § 2. In the absence of costs of moverueDt, 
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gaining" and to fraudulent practicea. These can be mitigsted tQ 
some extent by penal laws. 
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coal, or the carriage of cOllI destined for A and the carriage 0 coal 
destined for B, over'a given piece of line are joint products-is 
incorrect, § 6, However, some measure of jointness, as, for instance, 
between out and home jourlleys, does in fact prevail. § 6. The 
meaning in concrete form of "the_ value of seryice..l'rinciple" i8 
explained. §§ 7·8. "The cost of service pI:ll)ciple" corresponds to 
simple competition, atld--t'lrG-v-aluiiorService prinoiple" to dis. 
criminating monopoly of the third degree. In general, the former 
is the more advantageous to the national dividend; but, a8 stated 
in the preceding chapter, circumstances may arise in which the 
latter is the more advantageous. §§ 9·10. These circumstances, 
however, are less common than writers on railway economics 
usually sUPI.'0se. § 11. Moreover, such benefit as the .. value of 
service prinCiple" is competent to bring about can often be attained 
more satisfactorily by means of a bounty. § 12. The policy of 
permitting discriminating charges, subject to the condition that 
profits are prevented from rising above the normal, is diliClIssed. 
§ 13. Lastly, something is said of zone systems of railway tariffs. 

CHAPTER :inc 
PURCHASERS' ASSOCIATIONS 

§ 1. The preceding chapters have shown that, in many industries, 
neither simple competition, nor monopolistic competitiou, nor 
simple monopoly, nor discriminating monopoly will make the value 
of the margmal social net product of resources invested in them 
equal to the value of the marginal social net l?roduct of resources in 
general. We have next to inquire whether this result can be secured 
by resort to the ~device of Purchasers' Associstions. § 2. Tile answer 
is clearly in the affirmative; but no inference follows ILl to the 
effect on the national dividend, until the comparative advantages 
in respect of productive efficiency of Purchasers' Associations and 
ordinary commercial businesses have been ascertained. 13. Not 
much light can be thrown on that matter by historical enmples. 
§§ 4·6. Purchasers' Associations have advantages in respect of pro· 
duction, so far as they save costs in advertisement, are exceptionally 
well fitted to spread knowledge of the best methods of production 
among their members, and have exceptionally small need of 
bargaining and safeguards against fraud. These advantages have 
led to their successful establishment over a considerable field. 
§ 6. But for various reasons this field is limited, and a study of 
fUlther remedies for the imperfections of ordinary bnsiness forma is, 
therefore, still required. 

CHAPTER XX 

" INTERVENTION BY PUBLIO AUTHORITIES • 

§ 1. This chapter is concerned with the general merita of public 
intervention in mdustry, including both control and operation, as a 
remedy for the failures of private enterprise. § 2. For various reasons 
the experience of the war can afford mnch less guidance on this 
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matter than might be expected from it at first sight. § 3. The 
problem is essentially the same in industries whose operation does, 
and in those whose operation does not require resort to the right of 
eminent domain. § 4. The mere failure of private industry, when 
left free from public interference, to maximise the national dividend 
does not of itself warrant intervention; for this 'might make things 
worse. § 5. Certain modern developments have, however, rendered 
~overnmental agencies better fitted for intervention than they were 
lD former times. 

CHAPTER; XXI 

xix 
I'AGI 

\J hSLIO CONTROL OJ' MONOPOLY • 336 

§ 1. This chapter is concerned with attempta by ihe State so to 
control private monopoly that supply shall be adjusted to demand, 
and the national dividend shall, therefore, be as large as it would be 
under simple competition. § 2. The policy of maintaining tutual 
compotition by refusing to allow rival concerns to combine is dis· 
cusled. § 3. A second indirect method of control is embodied in 
the policy of maintaining potential competition. This is worked by 
pena1ising the .. clubbing" deviceH of cnt-throat competition, or 
destructive dumping, and of boycott. §§ 4-5. The nature and etfect 
of these "clubbing" devices are explained. § 6. In spite of many 
difficulties, it is probable that legislation directed against them, if 
carefully prepared, may, at all events, lessen the extent to which 
they are employed. § 7. But Buch legislation, even if successful in 
its immediate object, would not serve completely to maintain 
potential competition. § 8. The inadequacy of indirect methods of 
control makes it necessary to supplement them by direct methods. 
§ 9. The policy of encouraging the formation-over against combina· 
tiolll of sellers-of combinations of sellers also possessing mono
polistic powers, is discussed. § 10. And the policy of publicity. 
§ 11. Control over the terms of sale in monopolised lDdustries 
involves a special complioation wbere increasing, but not where 
decreasing Bupply pI'ice rnles. § 12. War experience affords little 
guidance. § 13. Control may be either negatin - forbidding 
II unreasonable" prices-or positive-establishing maximum prices. 
§§ 14·15. The problem of II sanctions" is di~cussed. §§ 16-20. And 
the very diffioult problem of settling the basis iD accordance with 
which the reasonableness or prices shall be determined. §§ 21·24. 
Several methods designed to prevent or limit errors on the part or 
the price-regulating authority, including the device DC aliding 
8cales, are examined. § 25. There is also, in old· established mono
polies, the diffioulty that price limitation may disturb "le~itimate 
expeotations." § 26. Moreover, oontrol is necessarily cumDersome 
and expensive. 

CHAPTER XXII 

I hSLIO OPll:IlATION OJ' INDUSTRIBS 380 

§§ 1.S. The difficulty oC satisfactory public control suggests that 
the Dational dividend might be increased by the publio operation 
-whioh is not the same thing as the publio oWDershi~of certain 
industries, provided that this would Dot involve a serious loss or 
economy in production. § 4. The experience or the war ?oes not 
give much guidance. § Ii. The economic efficienc,. of public and or 
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joint-stock operation of indust\-y cannot be successfully compp,red 
by reference to statistics_ §§ 6-9_ The public operation of industries 
may assume a number of different forms, and, from the point of 
view of technical efficiency, it ueed not be inferior to private 
operation-particularly controlled rrivate operation. § 10. But, 
first, under public operation there 18 a danger that the operatillg 
authority may be tempted to maintain ita enterprise by the use 
of unfair extra -commercial methods at the expense of rival 
enterprises capable of satisfying the same wants more cheaply. 
§ 11. Sec~ndly, under public operation efficiency is likely to 
suffer through unwillingness to take risks and make experiments. 
§§ 12-13. Thirdly, efficiency is likely to suffer through the estab
lishment of lmite of management of an uneconomical size; though, 
in industries where the normal state of things is monopoli.tic 
competition, public operation is, in this respect, superior to joint
stock operation. § 14. On the whole, apart from a few special 
exceptions, the proposal for public operation is a live one only where 
there is monopoly; and here the case for it, as against that for 
public control, works out differently in different industries. 115. 
When public operation is determined upon for a concern hitherto in 
pri vate hands, the determination of a proper purchase price presents 
difficulties. § 16. But, even when a heavy rausom h88 to be paid to 
vested interests, it may still be for the general good that a public 
authority should buy up a private monopoly, in order to stop 
artificial restriction of output. 

PART III 

THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND AND LABOUR 

CHAPTER I 
INDUSTRIAL PEACE 

Industrial peace being obviously relevant to the magnitude of the 
national dividend, the machinery designed for maintaining it must 
be examined. 

CHAPTER II 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF INDUSTRIAL DIFFERENCES 

§§ 1-5. Various possible lines of classification are compared and 
discussed. 

CHAPTER III 

VOLUNTARY ARRANGEMENTS FOR CoNCILIATION AND ARBITEATION 

§ 1_ The United Kingdom is the classical home of voluntary arrange
....... 1 mente for dealing with differences about broad general questions. 
/' § 2. A permauent organ of negotiation is more effective than ad !we 

meetin~ called specially to deal with differences 88 they arise. 
§~ 3-4. The constitution of this organ and methods of procednre are 
d18cussed. § 5. Agreements for conciliation alone are com pared 
with agreements which also provide for arbitration in the 188t 
resort. § 6. The qualities required in arbitrators, their number, 
and the best method of appointing them, are discussed. §§ 7-8. Also 
the question of a referendum, and the question of monetary 
guarantees. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MEDIATION 

§§ 1·5. In the event oC a failure on the part of employers and work. 
people in an industry ·to reach agreement, mediation may be usefully 
undertaken by eminent outsiders, non.governmental Boards or 
governmental agencies. But care should be taken not to allow the 
existence of this maohinery to check the development of direct 
voluntary arrangements between the parties. • 

CHAPTER V 

COERCIVB IN'I'BRVBNTICN • 

f 
§ 1. Coercive intervention may provide for disputants to enter a court 

of compUlsory arbitration if both of them Wish to do so. § 2. Or 
for "extending" agreements made between associations of employers 
and employed so as to make them binding on outside employers and 
workpeople. § 8. Or it may follow the model of the Canadian 
Industrial Disputes IiIvestigation Act. § 4. Or it may take the 
form of oompulsory arbitration a8 understood in Australasia. 

CHAPTER VI 

AN ANALYTIO.A.L VlltW OJ' INDUSrRI.A.L PUOB • 

§ 1. Disputes between associations oC employers and em1'loyed are 
in some respects analogous to disputes between nations. §:I. Within 
limits the wage rate subjeot to a bargain between two organisations 
is indeterminate. §§ 8·11. The influenoes by which the range of 
inaetI!N"inatenuI and the range of pracUcable bargai,., are dotermined 
are examined. § 12. Thil bearing oC this study uJ;>on the prospects 
of industrial peace in various circumstanoes is explained. § 13. And 
also its bearing upon a common view of an arbitrator's functions. 

CHAPTER VII 

HOUlt8 OF L.A.BOUB 

§ 1. In each several industry for each olass oC workers there is some 
length of working day, varying with the circumstances of dilferent 
occupations. the overstel'fIing of which is disadvantageous to the 
national dividend. § 2. 'There is evidenoe that in f...:t this limit 
tunds to be passed. § 3. The way in which this can and does 
happen is explained. § 4. The length oC day best Cor the national 
dividend may be too long for economio welfare. § 5. There is a 
pri11l11 jacie oase for State intervention to prevent unduly long 
hours. § 6. In this connection the problem of overtime is discussed. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE METHODS 01.1' INDUSTRIAL REMUNERATION • 

§ 1. Broadly speaking, the worker's output will be larger, and the 
national dividend more advantaged, the more nearly his remunera· 
tion is adjusted to services rendered. § 2. Adjustment is compli. 
cated by tbe fact tbat a man's services to his firm include more than 
his immediate physical output. § 3. By the fact that output i8 
liable to vary in quality as well as in quantity. § 4. And by the 
fact that even quantity of output cannot, in some occupations, be 
measured. § 6. Under time.wages some dfgree of adjU8tment ia 
feasible. §§ 6·7. Under piece·wages adjustment could be made 
closer if it were not for the difficulty created by the" cutting" or 
... nibbling" of rates. §§ 8·9. Premium bonus plans and piece.rate 
plans are compared. § 10. The difficulty of .. cuttin~" and" nib
bling" may be dealt with by means of collective bargaining. §§ 11·12. 
The task-wage system is discussed. § 13. The conclusion re&llhed 
is that the interests of the national dividend will be best promoted 
under a system of piece - wage scales controlled by collective I 
bargaining, 

CHAPTER IX 

473 

THE DISTRIBUTION 01.1' LABOUR AMONG OCCUPATIONS AND PLACES 488 

§ 1. In general the national dividend is injured by caU8es that 
prevent labour being so distributed that the demand price. for and 
the wages of labour of any given grade are equal in different places 
and occupations. The chief of these causes are ignorance, costs of 
movement and restrictions imposed upon movement. §§ 2·3. The 
most fundamental way in which ignorance operates ia by impairing 
the initial distribution of new generations of workpeople as they flow 
into industry. § 4. The working in this respect of .. biassed" 
ignorance is examined. § 6. Ignorance also interfere. with the 
correction of errors in the initial distribution of labour by subsequent 
movement. § 6. The extent to wbich it does this depends upon the 
form in which wage·contracts are made. §§ 7-8. The effects of 
.. costs of movement" as an obstacle to adjustment are studied. 
§ 9. Including the peculiar element of cost involved in the geo
graphical unity of the family. § 10. The most important instance 
of restrictions imposed from without is afforded by the traditional 
and customary exclusion of women workers from certain occupations. 
§ 11. The foregoing obstacles to what may be called the ideal dis· 
tribution of labour may (1) crumble from within, (2) be pulled down 
at public cost, or (3) be leapt over. § 12. When they crumble from 
within, the national dividend is practically certain to be increased. 
§ 13. When they are pulled down at public cost, there ia a pre
sumption tbat it will be diminisbed, but this presumption may be 
rebutted. § 14. When they are leapt over, the effect 011 the dividend 
is bouud to be beneficial if the obstacle is ignorance, but there is 
a presumption that it will be injurious if the obstacle is costs. 
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CHAPTER X 

EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGES. 

I 1. Workpeople are liable, not merely to be distributed badly 
between different employments, but, sometimes, to be nnemployed 
altogether. § 2. Their liability to this, and the 1088 of dividend 
associated with it, can be lessened by the development of Employ. 
ment Exchanges. § 3. And by the utilisation of them as centres of 
engagement. §I 4.6. Some Jlrincipal influences upon which the 
ellioiency of theae Exohanges depends are considered. 

CHAPTER XI 

UNEMPLOYMENT V~RBITB SHORT TIME 

11. The analysis of the two preceding chapters ia relevant to a com· 
parison of the three principal ways open to employers of meeting 
. periods of depression: namely, (1) working full time and dismissing 
some oC the ltaff; (2) working full time and rotating employmeu 
among the whole staff; (3) working short time with the whole staff. 
I 2. The causes determining the choice between the ahort-time pIan 
and both the other two plans are considered. §§ 3-4. Those deter
mining the choice between the dismissal plan and hoth the others. 
§ 6. And those determining the choice between the rotation plan and 
both the others. § 6. The ahort·time plan and the dismissal plan 
are the most usual. § 7. Prima laeW the dismissal plan seems 
oertain to be the more injurious to the national dividend, because, 
through the unemployment it creates, it reacts adversely on the 
guality of the workpeople. § 8. But against the other method is to 
be set its tendenoy to prevent work people from moving to other jobs 
or places when the interests of the dividend reqnire that they should 
do so. § 9. The suggestion that manual workers should be placed 
in the Bame position as the permanent salaried staff is discnssed. 

. CHAPTER XII 

"" TJla PUOTICABILITY 0., INTKRI'BRENCE TO BAlSa W AGBS 

§ 1. The .. natural course of wages·· is understood to mean the 
system of wage rate. that would preYail in the absence of interfer
ence on the part of some I?erson or body of persons external to the 
workmen and employers lDvolved in the discussion of them. § 2-
Interference may be at~mpted by consumen· associations or by 
governmental authorities. § 3. In some conditions interference can 
be bamed by undetected evasion; but this cannot generally be done 
when work people are organised. § 4. There are special opportunities 
for evasion when the regulating authority is only able to determine 
minimum day-rates for "ordinary" workers. § 6. Where undetected 
evasion is not practicable, there are Yarious sanctions by which 
interference can be made effective. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

METHODS OF ENGAGING LABOUR • 

§ 1. Three methods, the cas.JlAl method, the preference method, and 
the privileged class method, are distinguished. n-Examples are 
given. 53.- -The influences which favour the adoption of one or 
other of these methods are indicated. § 4. The relation between the 
casual method and short engagements is brought out. § Ii. The 
suggestion that the State should intervene to encourage continuity 
of engagements is discussed. 

CHAPTER XIV 

INTERFERENCE TO RAISE WAGES IN PLACES AND OCOUPATIONS WHERB 

THEY ARE UNFAIR 

§ 1. Real wages must be distinguished from money wages. § 2. A 
wide-reaching definition of fair wages is given which includea the 
Ol"dinary common·sense definition as a special case. I 3. In tbe 
cencrete several kinds of unfairness may be combined in a single 
unfair wage, but this complication may be ignored in- our analysis. 
§ 4. Unfair wages may be distinguished into two bmad classes, 
those which, though unfair, are equal to the value of the marginal 
net product of labour in the place or occupation to which they 
refer, and those which involve an element of exploitation and are 
less than the value of this marginal net prodnct. § 5. A. regards 
the former type, the effect which interference will l'roduce on th~ 
magnitude of thenstional dividend is independent of the f'eaalm why 
the general cenditions of demand for labour at any point where 
wages are unfairly low are what they are, and dependa exclusively 
on the nature of the cause by which the distrihntion of labour haa 
been prevented from adjusting itself to those conditions. § 6. When 
wage rates are unfairly low because IlOsts of movemcnt prevent a 
redistribution of labour in ways tbat would make them fair, inter· 
ference will injure the national dividend. § 7. When wage rates 
are unfairly low, because ignorance preventa the desired redi.tribu· 
tion of labour, the effect of interference will be different in different 
circumstances, being dependent in part npon the methods of engag. 
ing labour that prevail. § 8. The way in which the latter type of 
unfair wages distinguished in § 4 (that, namely, in which the wage 
is les9 than the value of the workman's marginal net product) is 
liable to arise is explained. § II. It is shown that interference 
directed against unfair wages of this kind is likely, in general, to 
benefit the national dividend. § 10. When the wage rate. of women 
workers, in any occupation, while fair relatively to those of ""omen 
workers elsewhere, are unfairly low relatively to those of men workers 
in the same occupation, interference designed to Dlake them fair 
relatively to men's wages will, in general, injure the national 
dividenu. § 11. In practice the detailed discriminating forms of 
interference to which the preceding discussion points may need to 
give place to rougher methods. 
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CHAP'fER XV 

F.uR WAGIIS INSIDE PARTICULAR INDUSTRIES • 

§ 1. Iuside any industry fair wages as between different men en· 
gaged on the same class of job mean wages proportionate to efficiency. 
§ 2. Under time-wages more can be accomplished in this sense than 
is 80metimes supposed. § 3. Under piece-wages the difficulties are 
les8, and several allowances must be made. § 4. First, an allow
ance for differences in the assistance which different men receive in 
their work from machinery and nature. 'I'his allowance can be calcu
lated closely. §§ 5-6. Secondly, an allowance for differences in the 
exact character of the operation which different men perform. This 
also, with the help of "elementary rate-fixing," can be calculated 
closoly. § 7. Thirdly, au allowance for differences in the assistance 
they receive from tile co· operation of. managing power. The calcula
tion of this is much more difficult; but something can be done by 
the establishment, alongside 01' the piece-rate scale, of a miuimum 
day wage. • 

CHAPTER XVI 

FAIRNESS AS.A VARIABLB RBLATION 

§ 1. What is fair as between dissimilar persons of given chaTacter
istics depends not only on what those characteristics are, but also on 
the surrounding circumstances. §§ 2-3. This is wnrked out as regards 
persons/ossessing diffcrent degrees of the same kind of ability. 
§ 4. An as between pel'Sons possessing different kinds of ability. 
§ 6. The practical significance of this analysis is illustrated. 

CHAPTER XVII 

INTERFERENCE TO RAISB WAGES IN PLACES AND OCCUPATIONS WHERE 

THEY ARE AI.READY FAIR 

§§ 1-2. Iuterference to raise wages that are already fair may benefit 
the national dividend if, as a I'osult of it, employers are stimulated to 
improve thoir organisation and technique. §§ 3-4. General movements 
may occur of a kind that would make a change in all wage rates 
advantageous for the national dividend; and that, therefore, the 
existence of fairness in a wage rate cannot be regarded as a con
clusive reason against change. § 5. This consideration is especially 
important when general prices have been suddenly and largely 
altered by currency changes; but there are several distinctions to 
be borne in mind. § 6. It is sometimes claimed that, even when 
the wagea in an industry are fair, they should, nevertheless, always 
be forced up if they are less than "living wages." ~§ 7-10. This 
claim is examined in detail; aud the general conclusion is reached 
that to act on it effectively would injure the national dividend. 
§ 11. The system of " family wages" is discussed. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 
p.6.0al 

WAGE RATES AND CAPACITY 605: 

§ 1. Where workpeople are highly incapable, and, therefore, in 
receipt of very low wages, it appears prim<J jacU probable that the 
national dividend might be mdirectIy advantaged by forcinft up 
wages above what previous considerations suggest; because hIgher 
wages might improve capacity. § 2. Not much light can be thrown 
on this matter by statistical comparisons. § 3. W hen low wagel are 
due to exploitation, the forcing up of wages will not causo the work
people affected to lose their jobs, and 10 there is full scope for 
reactions on capacity. § 4. Apart from exploitation, the prospect 
pf these reactions is most favourable in occupations where the 
demand for labour is inelastic. § 5. Where interference with wages I 
other than exploited wages is warranted by its reactions on capacity! 
it is essentially a temporary interference .• 

CHAPTER XIX 

...IA NATIONAL MINIMUM TII4E-W AGE • " • 61:11 
§ 1. In this chapter we have to consider the effects of establishing 

by law a national minimum time.wage. § 2. This, being of general 
application throughout the country, could not be evaded by any 

t redistribution of workpeople of different qualities among occupations. 
§ 3. It would, incidentally, prevent a certain amount of exploitation, 
and would so far do good. § 4. But its main consequence would be 
to drive a number of low-grade workpeople out of private industry 
altogether. § 5. Ie the State took no further action in regard to 
these people, the dividend would be certain to suffer; and, even if 
it undertook to organise training for them, the driving out of old 
and incapacitated people who are past training would still be an evil. 

CHAPTER XX 

FIXED AND FLuc'mATING WAGB RATES. 

§ 1. It remains to examine the comparative effects on the national 
dividend of wage rates fixed by a rigid settlement and wage rates 
fluctuating on both sides of a stendard set up by the settlement in 
accordance with temporary changes of circumstance. § 2. Wage 
rates fluctUating (or plastic) in respouse to temporary changes of 
demand can be shown to be directly more advantageous to the 
national dividend than fixed wage rates. § 3. And the result 01 a 
comparison of the direct effects is rarely upset when the indirect 
effects also are taken into account. § 4. But for practical reason8 
wage changes cannot be operated at intervals of less than two or 
three months. §§ 5-9. When the elasticities of the demand and 
supply of labour in any occupation are given, the wage fluctuation 
appropriate to any given fluctuation of the demand schedule ia 
larger, the larger is the fluctuation of that schedule. The practical 
implications 01' this proposition are drawn out; and the consequences 
oC the practice oC making for stock are indicated_ §§ 10-11. When 
the demand schedule Cor labour in any occupation tluctuates in a 
ginn manner, the wage fluctuation appropriate to that tluctuation 
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is smaller the more elastio is the supply of labour in the occupation. 
The practical implications of this proposition are drawn out. § 12. 
Automatic machinery for making adjustments to fluctuations in the 
demand for labour is provided by sliding scales. §§ 13·18. A detailed 
study iH made of the various forms which these may assume and of 
the problems connected with them. § 19. When relations between 
the parties are sufficiently good, better results may be obtained by 
arrangements under which joint·committees adjust wages at two· or 
three·monthly intervals, not merely in accordance with a mechanical 
index, but also with a view to other factors of which this may 
fail to take account. 

PART IV 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND 

CHAPTER I 

THB GBNERAL PROBLBM OF DISHARMONY 

The purpose of this Part is to inquire whether any important causes 
can be distinguished whioh affect in different senses the ,ize of 
the national dividend as a whole and the size of that part of it 
whioh aocrues to the poor; and to study the practical problems 
whioh the existence of suoh causes 8uggests. . 

CHAPTER II 

·PARETO·S LAW 

§ 1. Certain statistical investigations conducted by Pareto seem, at 
first sight, to show that the magnitude and distribution of the 
dividend are rigidly bound together, in such wise that. it is impossible 
tor the dividend as II whole and the real income or the poor to move 
otherwise than in the 8ame direction. § 2. But the statistics set 
out are not ade'{uate to support this oonclusion. §§ 3·5. Nor are its 
logical foundatiOns sound. § 6. The possible openings for dis· 
harmony must, therefore, be studied in detail. 

CHAPTER III 

THB SUPPLY OF CAPITAL AND LABOUR. 

§ 1. The distribution or income among people is analytically quite 
distinot from the distribution among factors of production discussed 
in economio text· books. N everthelesa no great error is iutroduced 
if we identify the income of the poorer classes with tIle receipts from 
wages of the factor labour. §§ 2·6. In an elaborate discuSSlon it is 
shown that a cause operating to increase the national .d~vidend by 
increasing the supply of capital cannot, in present conditions, at the 
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same time diminish the real income of labour. § 7. A cause facil'tat
ing the investment of capital abroad may act discordantly from the 
standpoint of a short period, though hardly from that of a long 
period. § 8. On the basis of a proof that the demand for labour in 
general in anyone country is likely to be highl'y elastic, it is shown 
that a cause operating to increase the national dividend b, increasing 
the supply of labour canl\ot at the same time dimimsh the real 
income of labour. § 9. A complicating side-issue is examin~d. 
§ 10. And some practical implications of the resulta attained aro 
noticed. 

CHAPTER IV 

./ INVENTIONS .AND IMPROVEMENTS • 

§ 1. The problem of this cha,Pter is to determine in what, if any, 
conditions, an invention or Improvement, which increases the 
aggregate dividend, will diminish the absoJute share of labour. § 2. 
This problem is not settled by determining whether an invention 
increases or decreases employment in the industry in which it is 
made. § 3. Its solution turns on the comparative proport-iom in 
which the quantities of labour and capital respectively available in 
occupations outside the one to which the invention applies are 
affected. §§ 4-6. An analysis on this basis is carried out in detail. 
§ 7. The conclusion is reached that an invention that benefits the 
national dividend may at the same time lessen the real income of the 
poor; but that this is a very improbable contingency. 

CHAPTER V 

THE MANIPULATION OF WAGES • 

§ 1. It is next required to determine in what, if any, conditions the 
forcing-up of the wage rate of a group of work people will at the 
same time injure the national dividend and increase the real income 
of labour as a whole. § 2. The particular workpeople directly 
concerned, if they are not themselves purchasers of the commodity 
they produce, will be benefited if the demand Cor their labour has an 
elasticity less than unity. § 3. The in.lluences which detennine this 
elasticity in different circumstances are examined. § 4. The whole 
body of work people, if they are not purchasers of the commodity, 
will be benefited if the demand for the labour of the particular 
workpeople has an elasticity less than unity. § 6. Since, in Cact, 
workpeople are themselves purchasers of most of the things that 
work people make, the prospect of a net gain is not, prima facie, 
very bright. § 6. Moreover, when account is taken of the cumulative 
reactions set up on the side of capital, this prospect, and with it the 
likelihood of disharmony between the effect on the dividend and 
the effect on the absolute share of the poor, is lessened. § 7. 
This conclusion must, however, be qualified, in 80 far as the State 
undertskes to help with public funds persons thrown into distress 
through unemployment. 
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CHAPTER VI 

RATIONING . 692 

§ 1. Primafaci, the policy of rationing discussed in Chapter XIII. 
of Part II. may produce disharmony. It has to be asked whether 
in ract it can do 80. § 2. In the Great War rationing benefited dis· 
tribution without damaging production. §§ 3·6. In normal times 
rationing, ao arranged at to check the consumption of rich people, 
would, if applied to comllloditjes of decreasing supply price, lessen 
both the aggregate national dividend and the share accruing to the 
poor. § 6. If applied within suitable limits to commodities of in
creasing supply price from the standpoint of the community, it would 
increase both these things; whereas, if pressed beyond these limits, 
it would injure the dividend while benefiting the poor, thus in
volving disharmony. § 7. The possibility of net social advantage 
from rationing, brought out in the course of this chapter. must 
not be taken, in view of the friction and administrative difficulties 
involved, to prove that it is on the whole desirable. 

CHAPTER VII 

SUBSIDIES TO WAGES 

11. In a community where wage-rates are everywhere adjusted til 
the conditions of demand and supply there is little to be said for a 
policy of subsidising wages either in selected industries or in 
general. • 2. If, however, wages anywhere are established at an 
.. uneconomio level," both the dividend as a whole and the real 
inoome of work people might be improved by snitably arranged 
8ubsidies. §§ 3·6. The argument til this effect is developed. 
§§ 6-7. The praotical objections to 8uch a policy are aerious. 

CHAfTER VIII 

IDID.BCT TRANSFERBNCBS FROII[ TRB REUTIVlILY RICH TO TRB RBLA

TIVBLY POOR • 

§ 1. It is sometimes argued that transferences from the rich to the 
poor are impossible because (1) all money taken from the rich is 
really taken from the poor, or (2) the beneficiaries will give back 

~
hat they have received by sccepting lower wages. §§ 2-3. Neither 

f these arguments is valid. §.. The following chapters will 
onsider in turn the effect of (a) the expectation of transferences 

from the rich, (6) the upectation of ~ransference8 to the poor, and 
(e) the fact of transferences. 

CHAPTER IX 
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TRANSFBRB~OBS FROII[ TRB REUTIVBLY RICH 708 

§ 1. The npectation orvoluntary transferenoes from the rich tends 
to increase the contributions they make to the upbuilding ef the 
national dividend. §§ 2·3. Speoial opportunities for these transfer· 
ences are open to wealthy employers as regards their work people, 
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and to wealthy citizens as regards their fellow-townsmen_ § 4_ They 
may be further stimulated by a judicious use of honours and 
decorations. § 6. Vuluntary transfereuces are not, however, V 
sufficient, and ansferences by taxation are also re uired_ §§ 6-9_ 
The effect on the na IOna 0 t e expec ation of trans
ferences from the rich through an income tax not differentiating 
a~ainst saving is studied. § 10. An income tax that do •• 
differentiate against saving is considered_ § 11_ Transferences 
through death duties are discussed. § 12. On the whole, the 
expectation of substantial coercive transferences from the rich is 
likely to damage the national dividen(} to some nnknown extent. 

CHAPTER X 
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effect_ § 7. The expectation of transferences which differentiate in 
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devices like universal old-age pensions. § 9. Their inj urious COII
sequences are small when they differentiate in favour of a failure to 
make provision by insurance. § 10. But they are large when they 
differentiate in Javour of idleness, so far as this is volnntary. Ill. 
In some circumstances, therefore, deterrent conditions, the form of 
which is discussed, have to be coupled with relief. 

CHAPTER XI 

BOUNTIES ON THINGS PURCHASED BY THB POOR 

§§ 1-2_ Three forms of bounty are distinguished. § 3. They all 
involve neutral transferencea. § 4. And are likely in general to be 
somewhat more injurious to the national dividend than the direct 
neutral transference discnssed in §§ 3-6 of the preceding chapter. 

CHAPTER XII 

r THB EPFECT GN THB NATIONAL DIVIDBND OJ" THB FACT OJ" TUlfB-

7H 

73f 

FERENCES FROK THB RELATInLY RICH TO THB POOR 74( 

§§ 1-2. A transference or resources from the rich to the poor is 
bound ~ benefit the national dividend if the rate of return yielded 
by investment in the poor is larger than the normal rate of interest. 
§ 3. Among the degenerate and the old there is little chance of this. 
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againat, 850·53 

Dewing, study of lossea dne to combina. 
tion, 259 fl. I 

Dickinson, G. Lowes, on European civil· 
isation, 13·14 

Diminishing returns, 217·18 j to in· 
divldual factors of production, law 
of, 657 

Diminishing ntility, law of, 91·2 
Discriminatiug monopoly, 275; con· 

ditions favouring, 275·9 j degrees 
of, 275.82, 282·9; diagrammatic 
analysis of, App. III. 808·10 j 
marginal social net products under, 
284·6, 288.9; national dividend 
and, 283, 289, 307·8, 311 

of flrst degree, 279, 280, 309, App. III. 
808; national dividend and, 282·4 

of aecond degree, 279, 281, 284; 
App. III. 808-9 

of third degree, 281, 282, 284-9, App. 
III. 809·10; output and marginal 
aocial net products under, 284·9, 
309·10, App. Ill. 804 i and railway 
rates, 807, 810·15; simple competi
tion and. 287-8, 288-9, 307-8, 309· 
312; value of service principle=, 
290,314 

Disharmony between national dividend 
and earninga of labour, 648·4, 646 ; 
inventions and, 674, 677·8 j ration
ing and, 692, 695 j sl1pply of capital 
and labour aud, 654, 660, 662; 
transferences of resources and, 703· 
707; uneconomically high wages 
and, 688·90, 6111 

Dismissal duriog industrial depressioD, 
618.21, 622; di.advantages of 
method, 619·20, 523·6; trad .. sub
ject to, 620, 521, 522 

Distribution of labour, 488·610 
artificial reatrictioDB on, 605·7 
bounties and, 609 
costs of movement and, 489, 498-505, 

607·9, 526, 552·3 
initial and aggregate, ignorance and, 

489·96 
interference with wages and, 661·3, 

654-6, 656, 661, 600-602 
obstacles to: ignorance of proapecta; 

489-90 i of aptitudes, 490·2; of real 
advantage., 492·6; of fiuctnations, 
494.5; of comparative demand 
prices, 496-8;. of employment 
opportunities, 511-17; methods of 
overcoming, 507·10 

Distribution of national dividend, 89·99, 
648-765; economio welfare and 
changes in, 89·99, 125, 126 ; among 

SG 
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Distribution of national dividend (contd.) 
factors of production, 654-68 ; 
quality of population and, 108-24 ; 
among rich and poor, 89-99, 119, 
643-4, 645, 646, 653, 654; its 
reactions on numbers of population, 
100-107 

measurement of inequality, 98-9 
Dividend, fixed maximum, 374 
.,' Dockers' romance," 546 
Docks, system of employment at, 514n.1, 

543 
Domestic servants, infertility of, 105 
Domestic workshops, 532, 533 
Doncaster, Dr., on heredity, 11 0, 113 
Dumping, destructive, 345; legislation 

against, 350-53 
Dunraven, Lord, on Irish age distribu

tion, 499 n. 
Duopoly, resources devoted to prodnction 

under, 267 
Durand, Professor: on anti-trust legisla

tion, 339, 343 n.", 378 ; on concilia
tion arrangements, 423 

Durham Wages Board, 430 

Economic welfare defined, 11, 31, 86 
aggregate welfare and, 11, 13-14, 18, 

21-2, 119-21; defence and, 19-20; 
desires and satisfactions, discrepant, 
and, 27·30, 85; disharmony and, 
643-4; increased by investment, 30 

labour and: hours of, 467 ; increased 
supply of, 665-6 

national dividend and: distribution of, 
89-99, 125-6 ; size of, 54, 62, 84-8, 
125-6, 473, 474; v-ariability of, 
119, 125 

poor's share in national dividend and, 
89-99,100-107, 119,125; State aid 
and, 667-8, 690-91; transferences to 
increase, 756-7, 758-9 

taxation and bounties and, 225-6, 228 ; 
differentiation against aavinga harm
ful to, 28-9 

Economics, 4-10, 11, 20-21 ; biology and, 
108, 112, 114-15, 119-24 

Edgeworth, Professor, 20; on duopoly, 
267 ; on railway rates, 311 

Effertz quoted, 18 n. a 
Efficiency: civil service organisation 

and, 388; dismissal method and, 
520 ; fatigue and, 462-7, 470 ; houra 
of labour and, 462-7, 470; pro
motion for, 575-6; public operation 
of industry and, 382-3, 385-90; 
relative to circumstances, 588-9; 
transferences from rich to poor and, 
742-3, 745-51, 754-5 

wages and, 477. 571-8, 578-84. 585-9. 

EOiciency (cont.)-
605-10,613.621-2,630 ... 8,758 ... '; 
interference to raise wages and, 
605-10, 680; piece-wage. and, 478-
484. 487. 678-84, 609-10, 618 ... ; 
premium plan. and, 480·82 ; task
wages and. 485-7 ; time wage. and, 
477-8, 671-8, 610 

Eichholz, Dr., on heredity, 114 ... • 
Elasticity of demand. &e Demand 
Elasticity of desire, 263 
Elberfeld welfare plans. 765 
Electric supply: 

municipal: difficulties in orgamslDg, 
333-4; gas company opposition and, 
190, 192, 193-4, 393; large·acale 
distribution achemes and, 334, 393, 
400, 401 

rates for, 294-5; peak·load charge., 
294, 295, 315 ; aliding acales, 375 

Elementary rate-fixing, 680-82 
Emergency Tariff Act, U.S.A., 352 
Eminent domain and Stste intervention. 

331 
Employera : 

associations of, 201, 264-6, 469, 657 
Employment Exchange. and, 615-17 
and engagement of labour, 544, 545 
exploitation by, 87, 656·70, 692,693 ; 

meaning of, A pp. I II. 811-12 
and female labour. 506·7, 563-70 
fluctuations of demand and, 624-9, 

633·4, 635; seasonal, 503-4, 619 
honrs of labour and, 464, 465, 466-7, 

472 
improvements in methods and, 592 
periods of depression and retrench-

ment by, 518-20, 527, 544 
regulation. evaded by, 632-4 
seasonal fluctuation. and, 603-4, 519 
wage disputes and, 451·3, 454. 457. 

459·60 
wage systems and: fixed wage, 619; 

piece-wages and cutting, 479·84, 
535; sliding-scale, 633-9 

welfare work by, 476 ... •• 708-9 
Employment Exchanges. &e Labour 

E~changes 
Employment termination due, 546-27 
Endowment of motherhood, 720, 727.728 
Engagement of labour. methods of, 540-

547. 554-6, 685 
Engineering: dismisaal methods in, 620, 

521, 522; fluctuations in. 630; 
overcrowding of. 528; unemploy
ment in, 630 

English land system, 180-82, 183, 185 
Environment: and economic satisfaction., 

14-18; and heredity. 112·18, 119-
124 j and inventioDJI, 116 
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Equality of return., 144-6, 140-60 
obstruction. to: imperfect knowledg8, 

1~1-9; imperfect uivisibility of 
unil.l ot transactiona, i60-08; ob
Itaclel to movement and, 146-60; 
relative variations of demand In 
different occupatioDS and places, 
169-73; size and complexity of 
units, 161-8 

Equality of eacrillce: graduated taxation 
and, 713-16 

Equilibrium, atable, neutral and unstable, 
App_ IlI_ 792-3 . 

Equilibrium firm, oonceptlon of, 217, 
App. III. 788; oost of production 
and, 221, 223 flo. App. III. 790-92, 
797-9 

Ezcesa Profll.l Duty, 41.231. 232, 241 fl. 
Exploitation of labour, 87, 467, 656-70, 

693; of f.male labour, 467, 663-70; 
Increased wages and, 607, 608; 
meaning of, App. III. 811·12; 
national dividend and, 660-61 ; use 
of maohlnery and, ~62 

Factors of production: distribution of 
Income among, 654-6; law of 
diminishing returns to individual, 
657; marginal net product of, 
dellned, 135; marginal units of, 
dllfined, 135-6; relation ot quantity 
to reward of, 657-9, 659-60, 662-6 

J!'actory and Workshops Act, 1901,496-7 
~'aotory work by women, 189 
Fair Wagoa Rosolution, 631 
Famillel, aize of post-war, 97 
Family as tbe unitot migration, 168, 504 
Family budget, App. II. 782 
Family wages system, 602-4 
Farm colonies, 746 ... , 747 
Farm family and town family, 16 
Farmers: co - operation and, 824; 

solidarity of, 658, 661 
Fashion: motives of followers of, 227 It. 
Fatigue and efficlenoy, 462-7, 469-72 
Fay, Mr., on co.operationand tarming, 824 
Federated Districts agreement, 639 
Feeble-mindedness : high reproduction 

rate and, 110·11 ; a recessive 
quality, 111 fl.' 

Feel and business expenses, money 
. income and, 42 n. 

Financing of industry: by banks, 156·9 ; 
by public, 153.4, 166·7 

Fiues on workers, 496, 497 
Fisher, Professor: on cbaiu method of 

prioe oomparison, 78 fl. ; on index 
numbers, 63 ... -, 70, 71,73 ... , 79, 
81; on millionaire and his heir .. 
717 1&.1; on national dividend, 85·7 

Fluctuations, industrial, 171 
Food priCel, control of, 232, 234, 237-8, 

239 
Food lupply: control of, 247, 249; 

national security and imports of, 
19-20 

Ford, Henry, on aubdivision of industry, 
668n. 

Foreign competition: elasticity of de· 
mand aud, 683-4 ; indultrial legiola. 
tion and, 762-4 

Foreign investment, 660-62,664 ; income 
tax and, 712-3 

Foville, M. de, 500·501 
Foxwell, Professor, and personal relations 

in industry, 421 
Fraction of wages, 415, 417 
France: Employment Bureaus in, 542 ; 

. family wage system in, 603, 604 n.1 ; 

iuheritance laws in, 650 ft. 1; move· 
ment of labour in, 500-501 ; public 
ownership ot telegraphs forced on, 
388; sick relief law in, 722 

Franchises for public utility services, 
872·4, 402 n., 538 

Free meals for school children, 722, 
724, 725, 749, 751 

Free play of self· interest : economic 
welfare and, 129.32; equality of 
returns and, 144·5 

Fry, Sir Edward, 428 
Full date measure of national dividend, 

68· 71, 74, 78·9, 82-3 
Future, the, irrational discounting of, 

28,29 

Galton, Sir Francis, on heredity, 110 
Gannt wage system, 485·6 
Gas companies, munidpal: area of supply, 

401 ; and electrio supply, 190,192, 
193.4, 893; maximum dividend 
fixed for, 874; sliding scale of rates 
of, 374, 875, 390; standard earnings 
for, 874 

Genu cells and heredity, 118·14 
Germany: agricultural policy against 

British blockade in, 19; banks and 
company promotion in, 156; coal 
industry combine in, 264 ; company 
flotation in, 156, 204 ... ·; com· 
pulsory arbitration in, U8·9; con· 
eessioDS to companies in, ]78; 
consumption o~ compared with 
Englisb, 117·8; cost of living in, 
67.8, 80; currency instebility in, 
868; Emp)oymen' Exchanges in, 
508, 513, 516,517; family wage sys
tem in, 603 ; Labour Burean, 542-3 ; 
labour colonies in, 733; municipal 
government in, 838, 834; old and 

302 
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modern,l3; papercurrencyin,l66; 
piece-work system in, 484 .. _'; rail
way rates in, 306-7; short-time 
methods in, 521 ; town-planning in, 
188 .. -',196 .. _ ',197; unemployment 
legislation in, 527 .. _I; wages in, 
603,620 

Gibb, Sir George: on private and publio 
ownership, 397 ; on railway system, 
399, 403 

-Giffen, Sir Robert, quoted, 27, 75 
Gilbraith, Mr_, and scientific bricklaying, 

212 
Gilman quoted, 16 
Goldmark, Miss, on overtime in canneries, 

469 .. _ 
Goodwill: compensation for, 183 ; valua

tion of, 367, 369 
Gould. Jay, telegraph line monopoly of, 

346 
Government: see also under State. 194-7 

bounties from. 149-50. 194, 195, 1P6. 
225, 226, 228, 313. 380. 494, 509, 
537, 735-9 

conservation of natul'al resources the 
duty of, 29-30 

contracts from, and fair wages, 531, 537 
control of industry by, 29-30, 241-2, 

329-35,336 
coutrol of prices by, 230-43, 692-4; 

anti-monopolist, 359-61, 361-3, 
365-6,370-71,374-9; di"gfammatic 
analysis of, App_ III. 806-7; 
difficultie.. and expedients of, 232-
239; national dividend and, 230, 
240-43. 250, 692 

control of supply by. 244-50. 692 
payments to. and money income, 

41 
Graduation of taxation. 711.712, 713-15. 

716 
Greek Government aud curraut-growing. ' 

198 
Guilds. national. 17 .. _. 
Guilds of Help. 755 

Hadley, Principal. au railway rates. 308-
309 

Haggard. Sir Rider, on co-operative 
dairies in Denmark. 319 

Halsey wage system. 481 
Harlan. Justice, on anti-trust legislation. 

337 
Hawtrey, Mr_. on limitations of bureau

cratic control. 387 n_ 2 ; on satisfac
tions and welfare. 17 .. _' 

Heathfield poultry trade, 320 
Heuderson. H_ D_, on Cotton Control 

Board. 527 n_l ; on wage movements 
and trade cycles, 688 .... 

Hepburn I .. w. 280 n_'. 362. 363 
Heredity: ecouomic circumstances and. 

108.112.114.119-24; environment 
and, 112-18. 119-21; germ-cella 
and. 113-14 ; transmission of deKir
able qualiti ... nncertain. 109-10; 
nnHtneoa and, 110-12 

Heron. Dr.. on birth-rate and loelal 
8tatus, 103-4 

Higgins. Justice, living wsge fixed by, 
597 

Hill. Octavia, on 80cial .ervlce, 725 
Hobson. Mr .• on joventioll8 aud elllploy

ment. 670 
Holland. family wage system in. 603 
Home work: indu.trial fluctuation. snll, 

622 ... 3 ; labour regulations and. 632-
533; unfair wages in. 89 n .• 063. 
553 ... '. 706 ... ; untra; ned perso,," 
adopt. 564 n. 

Hours of labour: climate and. 463; 
economic welfare aud. 467; efficiency 
aud. 462-7. 470; employel'1l aud. 
464-5. 466-7. 472; income of 
labour and, 666 ; indu.trial flnctua
tions and. 522 n." ; national dividend 
and. 87-8, 462. 463, 465. 466. 467, 
666-7; overtime. 469-72; ,,·gula
tions 88 to, evaded, 632; wage rates 
and, 89 .... 468 

Honrwich, Dr.. on immigration and 
labour. 668 ... 1.707 ... 2 

Hoxie. IIIr.. on scieutific management, 
486 n. 

Ideal output, 225, 271, 282. 283. 285. 
287. App. III. 800-805. 805-6 

Ignorance : 
distribution of labour and. 489-95, 

496-8. 511-17; aggregate. 495; 
initial, 489-5 

equality of returns impeded by, 144. 
146.151-9 

Immigration: inducementB to. ] 06 : 
national minimum and. 765; old
age pensions and. 106 ... ; railway 
rates for immigrants. 303; restric
tions on. uec_ry, 765; wag .. 
and, 658. 707 n_' 

Improvements : 
in industrial conditioDll, International, 

763-4 
in land: compenaation for. 180·83. 

186; exemption from local rate. 
.uggested, 29 

in methods of production: cla.s8es of. 
671-4; consumption by poor snd. 
674-6; labour and. 669-72, 672-6. 
677 -8; marginal aocial net product 
and, 90-92; aaring snd, 676-7 
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Income: 

aggregate national, 761.2; distribu· 
tion of, 91·2, '''·9, 100.101,645·53 ; 
dilttri bu tion among facto.. of pro· 
duction, 654·6 

economia welfare depends on con
Inmptlon of, 91 

money, fees and business expenses in 
relation to, 42 n.; and national 
dividend, .40·42 ; ,and payments to 
government, 41 ; pensions and, 40 

national minimum standard of real, 
756·65; deternUnation of level of, 
758·62; foreign competitora and, 
762·4 ; Immigration and, 764·5 

standard for railway companiea, 3i5 
Income.earning capacities, 1148·9 
Income tax, 41, 711·16 

capital and, 711·16 
death duties and, 716·17, 741.2 
di1l'erentiatlon against savings by, 715. 

716 
elfect of, on efficiency, 712, 713·15 
graduation of, 711, 718·15, 716 
receipt. of, not part of national money 

Income, 41 
rich men and their capital and, 711·13 

locr ..... ing returns, use of term, 217· 
218 

Increasing supply price, 215.29; growth 
ot population and law of, 666; im· 
ported raw material and, 222·33, 
269; investment and, 225, 269, 
283; output under monopoly and, 
271,283,287,360, App. III. 806-7 ;. 
ontput nnder simple competition 
and, 225, 271 ; rationing and, 695· 
696; 80cial and private net product 
and, 223·6, 269. 271; tax ad· 
vantageous undel\ 226; use of term, 
217·19 

from standpoints ot industry and of 
community, 219, 221·3 

Increment ofresources, different meanings 
or, 133.'; analytical expression of, 
175 

Indetermiuateness, range of: of invest· 
ment, 268; in wages, 452. 454· 
455.457,467.557, App. III. 811 

Index numbers, 63 fI.3, 70·74, 79·83,368 j 
chain metbod of comparison for, 
72.4; for cost of living, 638 ft. ; 

diffioulties as to data for, 75·7 ; ideal, 
71; and price variations, 76·7; 
Sauerbeck's .. unweighted," 79·80, 
81; teata of, 70·71; "weighting" 
system for, 77·9 

Indi,,: Exchange Blinks in, 164·5; 
peasants' lonns in, 158 ; village life 
in, 15 

Industrial combinations, 209, 263·5, 3311 
control over monopolistic power of, 

336·79; indirect methods of, 358. 
60; price regulation and, 3511·63, 
365·79; publicity and, 359; OBnc. 
tions of, and penalties for evasion, 
363·5 

cut·throat competition by, 340, 345, 
350.53; legislation against, 337, 350· 
355, 363·4 

economies of, 253·8, 340·44 
elfect on output and national dividend, 

344 
expectation or gain aorl, 259-66 
variationa of demand and, 170-71 

Industrial Councils, 421·4, 433; Belgian, 
437 

Industrial Court Act, 1919, 428, 438, 447 
Industrial depression: age dilltribution 

and unemployment during, 577 n8 ; 

employers' methods of meeting, 518· 
528; aalaried and manual worke .. 
during, 528·9 

Industrial disputea: analysis of, 451; 
classification of di1ferences, 415·19; 
range of indeterminateney, 452, 
454-5, 457, 467, 557, App. III. 
811 ; range of practicable bargains, 
453, 455, 456, 457, 459,460, 461 ; 
sticking point, 452·8, 454·6, 458, 
459·60 

damage done by, 411·14 
direct negotiation in: arbitration, 

voluntary, 424·7, 456·9, 460·61; 
Conciliation Boards, 421-4, 435·8; 
guarantees, 432·3; referendum, 
430·32 

mediation in, 434 -8, 445·6; coercive 
adjudication in, 439·41; compnlsory 
arbitration in, 447·50, 458·9; ex· 
tension of agreements, U 1· 4 ; 
investigation berore strike, 444·7; 
report of court or inquiry in, U 7 ; 
voluntary arbitration in, 424·7. 
456·9, 460, 461 

Industrial fluctuations, 171 
Industrial organiAation: earnings and, 

582."; labour nnrest and, 16·17; 
sciontifio nlanagement in, 212·14; 
standardised production and, 210· 
212; wage rates and, 592·3 

Industrial remuneration: !efficiency and, 
477.8,571.84, 585·111,605·10,613, 
621,622,630",1,758",'; methoda 
of, 473·87, App. IlL 810·11; ontpnt 
basis for, 473·8; piece-wages, 478· 
484; premium plans, 480·82; salary 
.ystem, 528-11; task·wages, 485·7 ; 
time· wages, 478, 571·8, 583·4. 
See Wages 
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Industrial research, 255-6 
Industrial revolution, 15 
Industrial training, 745-7 
Industry: 

constsnt, decreasing and increasing 
supply price in, 215-29 

factory regulations and, 762-4 
finance and conduct of, 153-9, 160, 

167-8 
povernment control of, 329-35,389-90 ; 

price regulation, 230-43, 360-63, 378, 
692, 693-4, 735, App. III. 806-7 

grading and opportunities in, 206-8, 
209 

pnblic operation of: area of operations 
for, 400-402 ; conditions of produc
tion under, 384-6 ; efficiency of, com
pared with private operation, 333-5, 
382-3, 385-90; methods of competi
tion under, 391-5; monopolistic 
competition Rnd, 402-3 ; for national 
purposes, 382-3, 387-9; .public 
ownership and, 380-81; objections 
to, 331-5; suitable industries for, 
330-31, 404; terms of pnrchase of, 
405-7 ; unenterprising, 395-400 

subdivision of, Henry Ford on, 568 n. 
workers as salaried employees of whole, 

529 
Inelasticity of demand, conditions of, 

260-63 
Infant mortality, 120-21 
Inheritance laws, 650 
Insnrance, 494-5 ; accident, 494; national, 

494-5; sickness, 494; nnemploy
ment, 494, 516, 720 ... 

Interest, rate of, and capital ~ values, 44, 
45-6 

International and industrial disputes, 
451, 456-7, 458, 459 ~ 

International Labonr Conference, 1919, 
764 n. 

International labour legislation, 763-4 
Interpretstion differences in industrial 

disputes, 418-19 
Intoxicants, social net product of trade 

in, 188, 194 
Inventions: classified, 672-4; condi

tions favouring, 11511._", 412; con
sumption by poor and, 674-6 ; en
vironment and, 116; labour and, 
387, 669-72, 674-6, 677-8; Isbonl" 
troubles stimulate, 412; public 
operation unfavourable to, 395-9 

Inverse probability principle, 78 n. 
Investment: 

competition and: monopolistic, 268-9; 
simple, 268, 283 

costa of movement and, 146-7 
deception and, 204-5 

Investment (contd.)-
distance of returns and, 26-30, 16:l 
encouragement to, ease for, 80 
foreign, 195, 660-62, 664-5 
franchise revisions and, 372, 3 i3-4 
ideal, 225, 267 
imperfect knowledge and, 151-3, 155 
increments of, 174-5 
limited liability and, 165 ,,-2, App_ L 

776, 777 
measure of returns to, 151-2 
monopoly and: discriminating, 282, 

283; multiple, 267 -9 ; simple, 270, 
271-2 

in the poor, 742-3,744-7,760-51, iLl-a 
range of indeterminatenesa of, 268 
real and money, 868 
specialisation in, 167-8 
nncertainty-bearing in, 163-7, 167-8, 

App. L 769-79 
waiting in, 163 ... , 164-6 

Ireland: age distribution in, 499 ... ; 
agricultural asaociations in, 324, 326; 
land tenure in,176, 180,181,184 

Iron production: wages in, 442, 633 
Italy: People's Banks in, 158, 159, 

165 n."; short-time system prop08.d 
in,523 

Jackson, Mr_, on boy labour, 749·50 
James of Herelord, Lord, 428, 435 
Jaures, M_, 88 arbitratoT, 429 
Jevons, Profesoor W. S_: on commodities 

of stable demand, 624; on elasticity 
of demand and competition, 260; 
on ontput other tban pbysical. 476; 
on tastes and welfare, 85 ; on train
ing by doing, 207 

Joint Boards, 595 
Joint coats and snpply in railway service, 

297-9, 300-301 
Joint stock companies, 166, 167, 168, 

385, 389; Purcbaoers' Associations 
as, 321-2, 323, 325, 327 

Joint supply of transport, 296-9, 300-
301,307 

Jnte Control nnemployment compensa
tion, 527 ... 1 

Kartele, 209, 255, 286, 340; Anstria and, 
338; coal, 263-4 

Knoop, Professor: on distant satiBfac
tions, 27 11..; on extension o( mnni
cipal ·operations, 400 "- ; on work
men'. tickets, 736 

LaboUl' : 
demand fOT: 

elasticity of: factors determiuing, 
680-85; and aggregate income, 
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Labour (contd.)-
662·7; and low. grade labour, 
613·14 ; and movemeut onabour, 
654·6; and wage .lIuctuation8, 
452, 628, 613·14, 621·3, 630, 
685·6 

1I1lctuations in, 148.9, 618·20; 
.npply of co-operant agents anti, 
624, 629·30, 635; wage·rate. 
and, 62a·39 

Invention. and, 669·78 
distribution of, 488· lilO; arti6cial 

restrictions on, 505·7 ; bounties 
and, 609; coati of movement 
and, 489, 498·505, 607·9, 626, 
652·3: interference with wages 
and, 551·3, 554·5, 656, 561, 
600·602; national dividend and, 
488, 507, 509, 610, 611 

initial and aggregate, ignorance and, 
489·96 

obstacles to: ignorance oC proapects, 
489·90; ofaptitudes, 490·92; oC 
real advantages, 492·5; oC lIuctua· 
tiOnl, 494·5; of comparative 
demand pricea, 496.8; of em· 
ployment opportunities, 611.17; 
methods of overcoming, 607·10 

engagement of, methods oC, 640· 47, 
554.6, 686 

exploitation of, 467, 556·70, 1i93: In. 
oreased wages and, 607, 608: 
meaning of. App. III. 811·12; 
national dividend and, 560·61; 
DIe of machinery and, 562 

houn of: climate and, 463; eco
nomio welfare and. 467 ; efficiency 
and, 462·7, 470; employers and, 
464·5, 466·7, 472; income oC 
labourand,666: indu8trialductua· 
tiona and. 522 n.'; national 
dhidend and, 87·8. 462,463,465, 
466. 467. 666·7; overtime, 469· 
72; regulation I as to, evaded, 
532; wage rates and, 89 .. , 468 

income oC: increase of capital and, 
656·7,658·9; variability of,656 

inventions and. 887. 669·72. 674·6. 
677·8 

mobility of, national dividend and, 
647.553.555 

remuneration ot Sa Wages 
lupplyof: disharmony and, 653,662· 

666; economic welfare aud, 666-8; 
elasticity of, 630·31, 63l!; income 
and, 662·7; national dividend 
and. 656, 662, 664·6; wages and, 
630.81, 632·3, 636 

"'aiting and uncertainty.bearing and, 
659·60 

Labour coloni .... 733, 743, 746 ... 
Labour Exchanges, 508. 511·17 ; for boy. 

leaving school, 491 ; casual method 
of engagement by, 542·3 ; distribu· 
tion of labour and, 512.13,514.17 ; 
engagement of labour by, 516·17, 
64:.1·3; money advancea by, 508; 
IUper_ision of unemployed and dis
crimination by, 731, 734 

LalJour Gazette, 512 
Labour legislation, international, 763·4 
Labonr MinLltry as mediator. 435. 437. 

438.447 
Labour value of capital items, 47 
Land tenure: improvement compensa. 

tion, 179, 180·83, 185; security oC, 
183·5 

Large.scale management, 150 fl., 253·8 
Lazard, M .• on unemploymeut. 624·5 
Leagne of NatioD8, 458, 459 
Lehfeldt, ProCeasor. on elasticity of 

wheat demand, App.lI. 780·81 ; On 
private and public operation of 
indllstri~., 388 

Leisllre: a quasi. commodity, 89 fl. ; 

oatioual dividend and, 463 
Leonardo da Vinci, quoted, 9 
Leroy·Beaulieu: on birth·rate in rich 

districts, 10511.; on insecurity of 
employment, 524; on invention. 
and coD8umption by poor, 675; on 
private enterprise and public, 396 ; 
on n88 of illcreased l8IOllrces, 102 

Levasseur, M •• on machinery and em· 
ployment, 670·71 

Levy, Dr., On demand for raw materials, 
262 

Liability, limited and unlimited, 165 .. •• 
App. I. 777 

Li~fmann, Dr.. cn trusts, 255 11.". 264. 
341 ... • 

Liverpool docks, labonr engagement at, 
543 

Living wage and fair wage, 596·601; 
f"mily wage and, 602-4 

Lloyd, Mr.. on labour orgauisation, 
532 ... 8 

Loans, short tenD, 162 
Lock, R. H.. on breeding and training, 

112 
London. amoke nuisance in, 186 .. " 
IAndon building trad8l: employment 

agencies in, 512, 514; nomioally 
high wages in, 541 

London County Coundl : defensive 
methoda o~ 391 j schedule of wages, 
531 

London Docks employment system, 
514 fI.l 

Londou transport atrike, U 1·2 
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Low-grade workers: minimum wage and, I 
613-16; raising of wage-rate and, 
690-91 

Luton hat trade organisation, 503 

Macaulay on history, 4 
McCrosty on large-scale management, 255 
McDougall, W., on fashion, 227 n. 
Machinery: average life of, 38 

depreciation of; by improved types, 
47, 190-91; by use, 38, 49, 00-51 

labour and: consnmption of, 674-6; 
employment of, 190 n_, 670-72, 680-
682 ; exploitation of, 562 

wage increases and, 475, 680-81, 682 
Mahaim, Dr_, on Belgian workmen'. 

tickets system, 314 n_ 
Making for stock, 470. 626-9 
Maladjnstment of labour, through ignor-

ance, 489-98,511-17 
Mallon, Mr_, on Trade Boards, 561-2 
Malthus quoted, 102 
Mann-Elkins Railway Law, 353, 354 
Many-firm industries: costs of, App. IlL 

794-7 ; eqnilibrium firm in, costs of, 
App_ III. 790-92, 797-9; ideal 
output of, analytically expressed, 
App. III. 800-805; supply price and 
output of, App_ III. 789-99 

Marconi,10 
Marconi Wireless Company's charter, 394 
Marginal demand price, demand price 

and, App. III. 806 
Marginal net product of factor of pro

duction, 135 
Marginal net prodnct of labour: 

fair wages and value of, equal, 549, 694 
unfair wages and values of, unequal; 

in particular places, 650-56; owing 
to exploitation, 656-63, 593; owing 
to restricted labour supply, 693 

Marginal net products of resources, 133-
137 ; distinction between social and 
private, 136 ; self-interest and value. 
of, 144-5, 174, 251 

Marginal private net prodnct of resources, 
133, 136-7, 145, 174. See under 
Marginal social net product 

Marginal social net product of resources, 
133-7, 174; self-interest and, 144-
145, 174.251; valne of, 137 

eqnality of marginal social net pro
dncts, 137, 138-43, 318; effect of 
eliminating obstacles to movement 
of resonrces on, 146-50; imperfect 
knowledge and, 151-9; imperfect 
divisibility of units of transactions, 
160-68 ; under discriminating mono
poly, 284-9; under monopolistic 
competition, 267 

Marginal Rocial net product (coII!.l.)
national dividend and, 138 - 43, 
146-50. 225-7. 318 

and private net product, 133, 136-7. 
145, 174, 223-7; organillation of 
industry aud. 206-14 
bounties and taxes and, 225-7, 380 
divergences between, 146, 174-205, 
215, 223-7. 251, 380, 488 
nnder monopolistic competition, 
197, 201 
under monopoly. bilateral. 201-2; 
bargaining and, 202-3; deception 
and, 2U3-5 
under simple competition: invest
ments in improvements and, 176-85 ; 
uncompensated services and un
cbarged disservices and, 185-94; 
State encouragements and restraints 
and, 194-7 

Marginal unit of factor of production, 
meaning. 135-6 

Margins and wages, 635-6 
Marriage rate and economic circum

stances, 101, 103 
Marshall, Alfred: on advertisements, 

198 ""; on building in crowded 
area., 194; on business training, 
207, 209; on capital values, "; 
chain method of price comparison 
by, 72; conditions of monopoly 
distinguished by, 263; on condi
tions for products to be handled in 
speculative market, App. I. 7i 8 ; 
on consumption by poor, 675, 676 ; 
on consumers' lurplnses and measure 
of national dividend, 61,; on co
operation. 321, 325; on economic. 
and quantitative analysis, 8; on 
economies, internal and external, 
App_ III. 789; on education of 
poor children, 71i0; on elasticity of 
demand, App. II. 780; on environ
ment and heredity,lI5 n_2, 117 ; on 
family migration, 604; on fertility. 
685-7; on ignorance of bUlines. 
conditions, 152; on income otlabonr 
and increase of capital, 656-7, 660 ; 
on indnstrial eqnilibrium, App. Ill. 
787 ; on law of substitution. 206; 
on monotony, 15 n.' ; on national 
divideOtt, 34, 85, 37. 38 ; on poor 
relief, 719; on pnblic bodies' lack 
of enterprise, 397 ; on pnblic control 
of economic activity, 132 n_, 194 ; 
on pnblic probity and efficiency, 333; 
representative firm, conception of, 
App. III. 788 ""; on standardisa
tion. 210 flo; on aniformity of 
prodnct and combination, 264; on 
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voluntary tranlference of resources 
to pu blic end.. 71 0 

M .... achusette and women's wages, 536 
Maximum dividend., 374 
Maximum prices, 231.2,693·4; echedule .. 

234, 236, 239.40 
MlIZZinl on capital, 17 
Mealure 01 changes in the national 

dividend, 60.83, 138; reliability 
01, 82·3 

Meat·packing Indultry, monopoly in, 
260 

Mediation in Industrial disputes, 434· 
438,445·7 

Mendel, 7, 218 71. 1 

Mertz, Dr., on Invention 0, 395 
Merxplao labour colony, 733, 743 
Metapbysi~o, 3 
Milk price control, 234, 238 
Mill, J. S.: on economics, 21.2; on 

wealth and satisfaction, 91·2 
Minimum standard of real Income, 756· 

766; foreigtl countries and, 762·4 ; 
immigrBtlon and, 766 

"Minimum wage: adjustment to efficiency 
and, 636·6, 572·6, 683·4, 613·U, 
616·16; agricultural, enforced, 444; 
day.wage, 634·6, 611 ; and demand 
for labour, 632 n.t, 681, 683·4; 
legislation for, 444, 635'6,573, 582, 
684, 697, 611·12; time· wage, 582, 
583, 611·16 

Mining Industry: control 01, Sankey 
Commiasion on, 389 ; short·time In, 
520, 621. See Coal industry 

Mitchell, Professor: on mistakes In 
spending, 753; on prica f1uctua. 
tion .. 75 fl., 82; on promoters, 154; 
on value or capital in U.S.A., 
49 

Mobility of labour: artillcial restrictions 
on, 605·7 ; bounties and, 509; costs 
of movement and, 489. 498·605.507· 
609, 526, 652.3; national dividend 
and, 647, 553, 656; wagee and, 
652.3, 654·5, 656, 560·61, 601. See 
Distribution of labonr 

Money: capital value in terms or, 44·5; 
Investment of, not real capital in· 
vestment, 368·9; measurement by, 
11, 12, H, 23, 31, 32, 33; national 
dividend and, 31 ; wages and real 
wages, 548, 552, 595·6, 686·8, 
693 

Money, Sir Leo Cbiozza, quoted, 882·8 
Monopolisation, conditions of: combina

tion among producers, 263·6; In
elastic demand, 259·63; large in
dividual supply, 252·3 i large·scale 
control, 253·8 

Monopolistic competition, 267·9; adver· 
tisement and, 198·201; anti·trust 
policy ami, 338·9 

Monopoly: bilateral, 278 
discriminating: conditions favouring, 

275.9; degrees of, 275·82, 282·9; 
diagrammatic analysis of, App. III. 
808.10; ideal and actnal out· 
put aud, 282·9, App. III. 804; 
marginal social net products nnder, 
284.5, 288·9; national dividend 
anti, 283, 289, 307.8, 311 

discriminating, of first dcgree, 279, 
280, 309, App. In. 808; national 
dividend and, 282·4 

discriminating, of second degree, 279, 
281, 284, App. III. 808·9 

discriminating, or third degree, 281, 
282, 284·9, App. III. 809.10; out· 
put and nlarginal social net pro. 
ducts under, 284·9, 309·10; and 
railway rates, 307·8, 310·16; simple 
competitioD and, 287 ·8, 288·9, 307· 
308, 309·12; =value or service 
principle, 290, 314 

multiple, 267·9 
national dividend and, 283,289, 807·8, 

811,406 
ontput nnder, 271, 284.9, 860 
public control or: destruction or pre. 

vention of combinations, 337·44; 
legislation to control methods or 
competition. 344·5, 350·55,857,358· 
359, 363, 378·9; price regulation, 
360·63,865·79; publicity and, 359; 
pnrchase by Governmellt, 405·7; 
sanctions or, and penalties for 
evasion, 363·5 

publio operation of industries and, 
390·95 

simple, 270· 74, 307; diagrammatic 
aualysis, App. ilL 806·7; national 
dividend and, 273, S18, 391 ; outPtlt 
unrler, 271, 274 R., 285·6, 287·8, 
288·9 

1IIonotony and weIrare, 15 _ 
Moore, Profeasor: on e!aoticity of de· 

mand, App. II. 780 n.t; on wage 
variability, 6;'2 

Morgenroth, Herr, on Kartel .. 841 ... ' 
Morison, Sir Theodore, on Indian pe888Dt 

borrowers, 158 
Motherhood endowment, 720, 727, 728 
Motorists, taxes 00, 195 
101 tlckergee on Indian village lile, 15 
Multiple monopoly, 267·9 
Mundella, Mr., and arbitrntion, 429, 439 
Monicipal mediation Boards, 434 
Municipal and private ownership identi· 

cal io substance, 381 
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Municip&lities : 
electric supply by: difficulties in 

organising, 333-4; gas company 
opposition and, 190,192,193-4,393; 
large-scale distribution schemes and, 
334, 393, 400, 401 

operation of industry by : area suitable 
for, 400-403; efficiency of, compared 
with private operation, 385 - 9 ; 
methods of competition under, 391: 
395; objections to. 333-5 ; suitable 
industries for. 404 - 5; terms of 
purchase of,405-7 ; town councillors 
and, 387; uncertainty factor and, 
395-400 ; unenterprising, 395-400 

Munitions Acts, 441, 450 
Munitions factories. national and private, 

383 
Muusterberg, Professor: fitness tests by, 

491, 492 11.. 8 ; on monotony, 1511..' 
Mutations in physical world and world 

of ideas, 115 11.. 2 

Nasmyth, Mr., on benefits of strikes, 412 
National dividend: aspects of, 34-6; 

definition of, 31-7, 64 n. ; evalua
tion of, 37-42 

bounties on industry and, 143, 150 
capital, supply of, and, 51, 656, 660, 

664 
changes in size of, 54-9; economic 

welfare and, 84-8; measurement 
of,60-83 

combination, monopolistic, an<1,344 
competition, simple, and, 225-7,283, 

318 
cost of service principle altd, 307,312 
distribution of, 89 - 99, - 643 - 765 ; 

changes in, and economic welfare, 
89-99, 125, 126; among factors 
of production, 654-68 ; numbers of 
population and, 100-107; quality 
of population and, 108-24; share 
of poor in, 89-99, 119, 643-4, 645, 
646, 653, 654 

equality of values of marginal social 
net product.. and, 138-43, 145, 
146-50, 174, 488; bounties and, 
149, 150 .... 228, 336 

free play of self-interest an-d, 145 
hours of labour and, 87-8, 462, 463, 

465,466, 467, 666-7 
income, money, and. 40-42; national 

minimum, real, and, 756-65 
industrial disputes and, 411-14 
insurance and, 729 
inventions and improvements and, 

669-74 
labour and: distribution of, 488. 507, 

509,610,611; boursof, Beeabove; 

National dividend (eontd.)-
mobility of. 647,653. 555; supply 
of. 6Ci6, 662, 664-6 

marginal neL products and, 138-43, 
145. 146-50, 174, 488 

measuremeut of changes in volume of, 
60-83; difficulty of, 74-7; re
liability of. 82-3 

monopoly and. 406-7; public opera
tion of, 336 

discriminating, and, 282-4, 289,307. 
311, 318 

simple, and, 2i3, 318. 391 
poor, share of, in. 89-99, U9, 643-4, 

645, 646. 663. 654 
price regulation and, 230, 210-41, 249-

250, 692 
rationing and, 692, 695-6 
relative variations of demand and. 172 
size of: difficulty of comparing in two 

. countries, 66 n.; value. of net 
products and. 138-43 

changes in, definition (criterion) of, 
55-6, 67-8; economic welrare 
and, 44, 62, 84-8, 125, 126, 473, 
474; measurement of, by money 
demand, 60-61,63 ; by quantities, 
aDd prices (full data measllfe), 
62-3, 14-71, 74-83 

maximum, 138, 142, 143 
taste, changes in, and, 54, CiS, 66, 58, 

62, 8'-5. 136, 142 .... 
taxation and, 711-17, 727,741. 742 

death duties, 716; income-tall,711, 
712,714, 715, 716. 717 

transferences oC wealth and, 703, 707, 
ill, 717; expectation of, 708-17, 
718-34, 737; fact of, \l0-91, 92-3, 
740-55 

uuemployment and Bhort time and. 
618,523,626-7 

value oC service principle and, 307, 
312 

wage. and, 474, 487, 507; fixed and 
fluctuating, 618, 619. 620-U; In
terference to rai •• fair. 650. 693-4, 
595, 600-602, 608, 679, 690-91 ; 
interference to raise nnfair, 650-52, 
552-6, 656-60, 560-63, 669-70, 
607-8, 613; national minimum, 
613-16; r~.action. of, on efficiency, 
607-10; subsidies to, 697 

National income: aggregate. 761 - 2; 
birth-rate anfl. 101-6; distribution 
of. 94-6, 98, 100-101, 645-63; immi
gratiou and, 105-6 

National Insurance Act: Employment 
Exchanges and, 516-17; and engage
ment methods, 547 ; industrial train
ing and, 746; sickness rate and, 195 
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National mlDlmnm Atandard of real 

Income, 757-62; foreign conntries 
and, 762-4 ; immigration and, 765 

National minimum time-wage, 611-16 
National Telephone Company and Post. 

OHlce, 178 n,i, 363, 394, 897 
Net output, 37 
New South Wales: arbitration, industrial, 

In, 489, 448 ; cost or living flgur .. 
for, 597; family wage in, 604; 
houre oClabour in, 533 n. l ; n.inimum 
wage in, 612 

New Zealand: adjudication and arbitra
tion, industrial, compulsory, 439, 

Output (contd_l-
monopoly and, discriminating, 284-8, 

308·9. App. III. 804,808-10; limple, 
271,307, App. III. 806-7 

price regulation and, 360 
quality of, measured, 476-7 
Bcale of, change. in, 218-19 
wage. and, 473-8 j piece. wag .. , 478-

484, 487, 578'84, 618 n, ; premium 
plane, 480-82; task.wag .. , 485-7 ; 
time· wag .. , 478, 571-8 

Out-relief, 764 
Overtime, 469·72 

448, 449, 573; boycottll Ulegalln, Paish, Sir George, on foreign inve.tments, 
36:1 ; combines controlled in, 362 j 661 
houreoflabour In, 533 n,l; immigra- Paper-bOll: making, minimum wage in, 
tiou and, 658; minimum wage in, 535, 606 
573, 574, 575, 612, 683-4; price Pareto, Profeasor: on activities of man, 
regulation in, 862 . 130; on birth - rate among rich, 

Newsholme, Dr., on correlation or birt4 123 n. ; on distribution ot national 
and death rates, 104 fl.1 j on infant dividend, 98, 645-53; on doctors' 
mortality, 120·21 services, 76; on retail shops and 

.. Nibbling "ofpiece-rates, 479-80, 483 stores, 321 
Nicefero, M., on environment, 122 n, Pareto's Law, 645-53 
Nicholson, ProCessor, on ilnprovement Particulars Clanse of Factory Act, 496-7 

compensation, 183 n,l Patent laws, 187 
Normal supply price, definition of, App. . Paterson, Mr., on parenta and children's 

III. 787 education, 725 
Norway, Government protection of tele- .. Pauperism: deterrents from, 730-34; 

grapha in, 394 poverty and, 523-6 
Peak-load aervice charges, 294, 295, 315 

Old-age pension8: in Denmark, 719-20 ; Pearson, Profeasor Karl, on heredity, Ill, 
immigration and, 106 tI,; nniversal, 112, 121 ".11 
727 Pensioners and abstention froM work, 

One-firm industries: coats or, App. III. 667-8 
799-800 j ideal output of, analytic. Pensions ao6 national money income, 40 
ally expreased, App. III. 805-6; People'. Banka, 158·9, 165 
8upply price and output of, App. III. Physical net product, 135-7 
799·800 • Piece·wages, 478·80, 484 n. i, 578.84; 

Organisation, industrial: earnings and, allowanc .. necea&ary under,578-84 ; 
582·4 j labour unrest and, 16·17; collective bargaining and, 4S3·4; 
scientlfio management, 212 -14 j dillicultyoflmposing scale of,534·6; 
standardisation, 210.12, 220·21 efficiency and, 478-84, 487, 609·10, 

Output: ascertainmeut ot, 475·8 618 ".; fair WIII/es and, 578, 609·10 j 
combination, monopolistic, and, 343· in Germany, 484 ".'; output and, 

844 478.84, 487,578-84, 618 fl. ; rate-
competition, simple, and, 271, 283, cutting by employers nnder, 480-84, 

287, 309, 310, App. III. 804 535 j short· time methods linder, 
constant supply price and, 271, 282·3, 520, £21, 522 

287, S60 Piece·work, minimum wage higher in, 535 
decreasing supply price and, 271, 287, Plunkett, Sir Horace: on Agricultural 

360; diagrammatio analysis, App. Organisation Societies, 196, 324 ; 011 

III. 808, 809, 810 English administration of Ireland,10 
hours ot labour and, 462, 463, 465, Poincari, M., on IcienC8, 7 

466 ; overtime and, 472 Poor: 
ideal, 225, 271, 28:.1, 283, 285, 287, birth·rate among, 85, 95 .. t, 103-4, 

App. IlL 800·805, 805·6 123, 765 
inoreasing supply price and, 221·2, consumption by, 67'·6, 686·7; bounties 

271,283, 287, 360, App. III. 806·7 on, 735·9 
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POOl' (contd.)-
improvement in condition of, 97 
inborn quality and status of, 1l!2-4 
iuventions and consumption by, 671, 

674-6 
investment in, 742-3, i44-5, 750-51, 

751-5 
national dividend, share accruing to, 

89-99, 119, 643-4, 645, 646, 653, 
654 

prices, falling, and, 675 
rationing and, 692, 694-6 
State aid to, 614. 615, 690·91, 703, 

718 
transferences of wealth from rich to : 

bounties on consumption as, 735-9 
coercive, 708, 711, iI7 
conditionar, 718·20 
differential, 718, 726-31, 734 
excess income available for, 96 
expectation of, national dividend 

and,708-17,718-34,737; different 
types of, 718-34. 

fact of: national dividend and, 90-91, 
92·3, 740-55; "incurables" and, 
7 43-4; investment in training, 
health, and w~lfare and, 742-3, 
744-7,750-51,751-55; purchasing 
power and, 751-5 

neutral, 718, ·720-26 
possibility of, 703·7 
as purchasing power, 751-5 
transfer of d~mand and, 171 
voluntary, 708-11, 755 

wage·earners and, 655 
Poor Law: child training under, 748-9 ; 

deterrents nnder, 731-4; medical 
treatment under, 747; relief, use 
made of, 754; snbsidy, effect of, 
100, 705-7, 718 

Population: and distribution of national 
income, 100-107 ; law of increasing 
supply price and growth of, 666; 
paradox of problem of, 118; progress 
and change in quantity of, U8 

Port of London Authority, 386, 389, 400 
Post Office, National Telephone Company 

and, 178n.", 363, 394, 397 
Potato price control, 237, 238 
Pottery industry, women in, 569 
Poultry trade, Heathfield, 320 
Poverty: inefficiency and, 122-3; pauper

ism and, 523-6; post-war decrease 
in, 97 

Poverty line and child welfare, 748, 751 
Prato, Professor, on immigration, 658 n. J 

Preece, Sir W., on electric lighting com-
mittees, 333 

Preference method oC engaging labour, 
642, 543, 544, 545, 554-5, 685, 690 

Premium plans, 480-82 
Price, Mr. L. L., anet industrial negotia

tions, 417, 636 n.B 

Price regulation by State, 242-3, 37 ~-6, 
378, App. Ill. 807 

anti-monopolistic, 360, 361-3; dilll
culties of fixing, 232-9, 365·71, 
374-6; Cranchise system, 372-4; 
sanction for, 363-4; sliding ocal._, 
374-6 ; vested interests and, 377·8 ; 
involve. expense, 378·9 

war-time, 230-42, 360·61, 692, 735 ; 
difficn1ties and expedientoor, 232-40; 
national dividend and, 230, 240·43, 
260, 692 ; rationing and, 69l!-6 

Prices: comparison' of: chain method 
or, 72-4; difficulties, 74·7; index 
numbers anel, 63 n. 3, 70·74, 76-83, 
368 

elasticity of demand and, App. II. 780 
falling, and poor, 675 
quantities and, measurement oC chang.s 

in si .. of oational dhidend by, 6~-3, 
64-71, 75-83 

variations of, compared, 63 n.·, 70-74, 
75-83, 368 

volume oC service and, sliding ocale 
hased on, 377 

wage rates and, 417, 442, 633-4, 635, 
637, 639. 

Prime costs and sllpplementary, 377 
Pringle and Jackson Report, 93 
Printing trade: inveutions cause increMe 

of employment in, 670 ; piece-rates 
in, 680 

Priority certificates, 246-7 
Private net product, 133. Sa Marginal 

pri vate net prodnct 
Privileged elaRS method or engaging 

labour, 542, 543, 544, 555, 685 
Production: 

enlargement oC scale of, effects oC 
218-19, 220-21 

Cactors of, 656-7 ; diminishing returns 
to, 657; distribntion of national 
dividend among, 654-68; quantity 
and reward of, 657, 663 ... 1 ; un
certsinty-bearing, App. I. 769-79 

standardised, 210-12 
Profiteering, 231, 235, 239, 242-3 
Profits, sliding scale based 00, 636-7 
Promotion ami fioancing of industry, 

153-9, 160, 167-8 
Property: taxation of, 716-17; differ-

entiates against 8aving, 29 
Psychological testa of aptitude, 491-2 
Psychology, 4 
Public operation ofindustry: area of, 400-

403; efficiency of, compared with 
private operation, 382-3, 385-90; 
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method, ot competition uuder, 
391·5; ot national undertakings. 
882·8, 887·9 ; objections to, a3:&·5, 
881·2, A87·9; statistic. of, 384·5 j 
suitable openings for, 404·5 ; terlJlJl 
of purchase ot, 405·7 ; nncertainty, 
factor of, and, 395.400; unenter· 
prising, 395·400 

Publio ownel'llhip of industries, 380·81 
Publio utility service., franchises for, 

872·4. 402 n., 538 
Punnett, Professor, on biology and en· 

vironment, 112, 114, 115, 118 
Purchasen' Associations: ecouomy In, 

821·5; education by, 824 ; efficiency 
of, 319·21 ; equwing tendency of, 
818·19 j. traud unlikely in, 825 j 

limitations of field ot, 826·8 ; loyalty 
an asset of, 823 

Purchasing power: national dividend 
and distribution ot, 56·7, 58, 62 ; 
poor and transference of, 751·5 • 

Quality of output, measurement of, 476·7 
Quantities and prices, measurement of 

changee in size of national dividend 
by, 62·3, 6-&-71, 74·83 

Rae on oondition. tavourable to inven· 
tions, 115 ... 1 . 

Raiffeissu Bank., 1611.1,158,159,165 ... ' 
Railway companies: agreements and 

amalgamatious by, 272, 838, 339, 
857, 364 ; boycott by, 349, 853·4 ; 
competition wasteful among, 200, 
252, 258, 403 ; elasticity of demand 
for lervices of, 260; private and 
publio operation of, 881·2, 382·8, 
889, 899 

Railway Conciliation Board, 422 
Railway rates: bounties and, 313, 314, 

315; classificatiou of passengen 
and goods and, 302·7; cost or 
service prlnciple(simplecompetition) 
and, 290, 291·301, 307·15; dis. 
criminating monoply and, 276, 
278, 280 II. a; joint costs and joint 
lupply and, 29911.,300·301 ; incom. 
petent manageDlent penalised, 876 ; 
standard inoome aud, 375 ; Tribnnal 
for, 375; value of service principle 
(disoriminating monopoly of third 
degree) and, 290, 301·7, 307·12; 
lone tarill's and, 316 

Railway Act 1921, 875 
Range of indeterminateness: or invest· 

ment, 268; in wages, 452, 454·5, 
457, 467,557, App. III. 811 

Range of practioable bargains, 453, 455, 
456, 457, 459, ~60 

Rate·cutting by employel'll, 479·84, 535 
Rate. Tribunal for railways, 375 
Rathbone, Miss, on family endowments 

604n.1 ' 

Rathenau, Walter, quoted, 717 
Rationing system, 249, 361, 692·6; nnder 

conditions of decreasing supply 
price, 694·5; increasing snpply 
price, 695·6 

Real wages and mOlJey wages, 548-9, 
552, 595·6, 686.8, 693 

Rebates, deferred, 348, 353 
Reeves, Mr. Pember, on compulsory 

arbitration, 449 
Referendum in industrial disputes, 4S0· 

43~ 
Rents, fair, 184 
Representative firm, conception of, App. 

III. 788 ... 
Rew, Sir R. H., on agricultural organisa' 

tion, 320 
Rich: birth·rate among, 10S·5, 123; 

discrimination against, 96, 302·3; 
rationing and, 692·9 ; taxation and, 
711, 712, 713, 716, 717 

Rich and poor: distribution or national 
dividend between, 96, 98, 645·8, 
651·3; relative satisfactions or, 
92·4 

transferences of wealth between: 
bounties on consumption as, 735· 

739 
coercive, 708, 711, 717 
conditional, 718·20 
differential, 718, 726.31, 734 
excees income available for, 96 
expectation of: national dividend 

and, 708·17,718·34, 737 ; difl'er· 
ent types of, 718·34 

fact of: national dividend and, 90· 
91, 92·3, 740·55; .. incurables" 
and, 743·4 ; investment in train· 
ing, he~lth, and welfare and, 
742·3, 744-7, 750·51, 751·5; 
purchasing power and, 751-5 

neutral, 718, 720·26 
possibility or, 703·7 
as purchasing powe~, 751·5 
tran.fer of demand and, 171 
voluutary, 708·11, 755 

Riesser OD volume of German secnrities, 
166 

Rigoano, Signor, on satisfactions, 92 
Road maintenance charges, 195 
Rosebery, Lord, as mediator, 435 
Rotation method of meeting depression, 

518,521·2 
Rothschild fortnoes,foundation 0,,204 ... ' 
Rousien, M. de, on range of workmen'. 

movement&, 501·2 
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,Rowan premium plan, 481 
Rowe, Mr., on connection between high 

wages and improved methods of 
production, 502 

Ruhr coal-field dispute, 449 
Rural co-operation, Raiffei~en, 16 n.l, 
. 158,159, 165 n.2 

Russell, Bertmnd, ou pure and realistic 
mathematics, 5 

Russia, engagement (If workers in, 517'; 
price regulation by combines for
bidden in, 362 

Safeguarding of Induatries Act 1921,352 
Salaried employees, position of, 52S-9 
Sankey, Justice, on Civil Service System, 

387·8 
Sankey Commission on control of coa1-

miniug iudustry, 389 
Sargent-Florence on checking quality of 

output, 476 
Satisfactions: desire. and, 23-30, 56 n_, 

58, 136; graduation of income tax 
and, 713-14 ; national dividend and, 
60-83 

dissatisfactions and: environment and, 
14-1S; national divirlend and, 87; 
determinants. of, 91-2,193, 227-8; 
security and, '19-"0 

Sauerbeck index numbers, 79, 80, 81 
Savings: death .duties and, 716-17; 

income tax and, 715-16 j insnrance 
and, 622 

taxation and: differentiating against, 
28-9, 715-17; in fnvonr of, 29-30 

wage rates, manipulation of, and, 
68S-9 

Schmoller on volume of securities, 166 
Schultze-DeUtsch People's Banks, 165 n.lI 
Schultze-Gaevernitz, Dr., on industrial 

disputes, 460 
Schuster, Mr., on inheritl'nce of ability, 

122 n. 
Sciences: light-bearing and fruit-bearing, 

3-4; pure a"d realistic, 5-8 
Scientific management, 212-14 ; psycho

logical tests in, 491-2; task-wages 
and, 485 

Scotland, land tenure in, 180 
Seasonality: organisation to overcome, 

603-4, 631; short - time method 
and, 019-20; vnrious trndes and, 
629-30 

Securities: forms of, 165-6, 167 
Secllrity of tenure, 183-5 
Self-intere..t: relation between v .. lues of 

marginal net prodncts and, 144-5, 
174, 215, 251; State interference 
and, 129-32, 332-3, 336 

Settiement, law of, 505 

Shaw, Bernard, on liquor traffic, 188 
Sherman Act, 337, 339, 864 
Shipbuilding: dismissal method In, 620, 

522; overcrowded, 628; unem
ployment in, 630 

Shipping rillgs: boycotts by, 347-8; 
rlirect ruethods agaloot, 358-9, 361 ; 
legislation on charges made by, 3G3 

Short - time labour during depression, 
518-23, 626-8 ; objection. to, 626-
628 ; salary system proposed, G28-
629 

Sick clubs, 738 
Sick insurance, 494-5 
Sick relief, 722, 747 
Sidgwick quoted I on population allli 

\Yelfare, 101 n. : on satisfactions, 18, 
24; on services uncompensated, 
186 ; on social Ilet product of new 
machinery, 190 n. ; on \Venlth and 
culture, 18 •. ' 

Silk industry, dismissal method in, 622 
Simple competition. Su Competition 
Simple monopoly. Su Monopoly 
Sinking funds, public authorities and, 

393 
Sliding scales: of charges, 374·6,390 

of wages: adjusted to cost of living, 
696-6, 697, 638; to .. margin .. " 
635-6; to output or profit, 473-8, 
636-7; to price", 417, 442, 633-6, 
637, 639; to size of family, 602-3 ; 
objection. to, 637-9 

II Slow workers" and time-wages, 673-4 
Small-scnle induatriea, specialisation and, 

220 
Smart, Professor: on monotony, Iii n.'; 

on saving, 622 
Smitll, Adam: on GO\'ernment inter

ference, 130; on law of aettIenoent, 
606 ; on naturnl confidence in 
fortune, 494 j on opulence and 
defence, 19 

Smith, Sir II. Llewellyn: on choice of 
occupation, 490; on .hort-time 
and dismissal methodll, 620, 621, 
524; on seasonality in different 
trades, 630 

Smoke prevention, 186 
Social net product, 133. Su Marginal 

social net prodnct 
Socialism and export of capital, 7I 3 
Sociology, 4 j biology and, 108, 109 
South Africa, anti-dumping legislation 

in, 350 j legislation (or investigation 
of disputes, 444 

South Australia, minimnm wage In, 611 
South Metropolitan Gas Company, 545 ; 

rates based on standard earnings, 
374 
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Speclaliaatioll, Industrial, 252, 254 ; 
.cale of Industry and, 220-21 

Speculation: gradea 0(, 166-7 ; safeguards 
in, 163-6; uncertainty - bearing 
aulfted from producera through, 
777 

Stamp, Sir Josiah, on Civil Service 
pell8ion 8yatem, 40; on poat-war 
distribution of Incomes, 96-7 

Standard eamlnge and Income, gal and 
railway rate. governed by, 374, 376 

Standard of comfort, increased income 
and, 102, 103 

Standard of living: birth-rate and, 103, 
764-5; stability of earnings and, 
621 

Standard Oil Trust methods, 345, 849, 
854 

Standard wages, 571-6; evasion of, 
531 n.' ; minimum wage and, 573-6; 
piece·rates, 679-80 • 

Standardisation in production, 210·1~ 
238.9,628 

State: 
aid to poor from, 614, 615, 690-91, 

708, 718 ; etTect of, On wages, 705-7 j 
uneconomicaUy high wages and, 
690·91 ; transferences of wealth as, 
718-34 

bounties from, 149, 194-6, 225, 226, 
336; On mobility of labour, 509; 
On railways, 313 

conservation of resonrces the duty of, 
29·30 

control of industry by, 241·2, 829-85, 
836, 389-90 

controlofmonopolyby: compared with 
Trust.breaking, 387·44; clubbing 
devices prevented under, .844.5, 
850-65 j interfereuce with terms of 
s81. and, 359-79; sanctions and 
penalties under, 363·6 

control of prices by, 230-43, 878, 
692·4; anti.monopolist, 860·79; 
diagrammatic analysis of, A pp. III. 
807 ; difficulties and ezpedients of, 
232.9,864-71,874.6,877·8; national 
dividend and, 230, 240-41, 250, 
692 

control of supply by, 244-50, G92 
Incouragement of agriculture by, 195, 

208,829 
hours of labonr and, 468 
Industrial combinations and, 209.10, 

387 ·46, 850·55 
industrial disputes and: coereh'e 

action, 489-50 j mediation, 484-8, 
445-6 

industrial standardisation alld, 210, 
211, 238-9 

Stat& (contd.)-
insurance and: bountiel 011, 4114-5; 

compulaory, 495 
investment to be lllcouraged by, 30 
minimnm standard of real income and, 

757·8; immigration and, 765; inter· 
national policy and, 762-4; level 
of, 760-62 

operation ofinduatries by, 380-83, 887-
390 

aelf·interest and intervention by, 129. 
132 

unemployment and: benefits paid by, 
516·16, 609, '14, 690-91, 731 

wages and interference by, 634-9, 617 ; 
minirullm wage, 611-16; raising of 
fair wages and national dividend, 
550, 651, 593·4, 595, 599·602, 608, 
679, 688.9,690-91; raising of unfair 
wages and national dividend, 650, 
651, 553-6, 660-63, 569,·607-8, 
618 

Sterilisation of insane and criniinal, 112 
Stevenson, Dr., 011 birth·rate and social 

atatus, 104 
Sticking point in w~ disputes, 452-8, 

464·6, 459 . 
Stock Exchange, 162, 163, 166, 201 
Stocks, general deereaae in, App. I, 

778 
Stoppages or work, 411·14. Sa In. 

dustrial disputes 
Storage aud making for stock, 626-9 
Straaburg Labour Excbange, 491 
Strikes and Jock·outs, 411·14; com· 

pulsory investigation before, 444-7 j 
long engagements and, 545; settle· 
Dlent of, _ Industrial disputes 

Strobel, on Rpeculative and non·specul .. 
tive industries, 399 

Sub.contract and sweating, 660 ... 1 

Sub(livision of industry, HeDrJ Ford on, 
668 ... 

Subsidies to wages, 697·702; analytical 
treatment of, 698.9, 700 

Substitution, law of, 206, 260·62 
Supplementary costs, 377 
Supply: fluctuations in, and wages, 629· 

630, 635 ; State regulation of, 244· 
250,692 

Snpply of labour: distribution of national 
dividend and, 654·6, 662-6; econo
mic welfare and, 665·6 ; income and, 
662·6; wages and, 630-31, 636 

Supply price, normal, defined, App. III. 
787. Su Constant, Decreasing, Gnd 
Incn!&.,ing 8upply price 

Sweating, 560 n. 1, 682, 687-8 
Switzerland: labour colonies in, 783; 

national telephone service in, 389 
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Tailoring trade: rotation method in, 
522; wages in, 535, 606 

Tarde, M., on capital, 116·17 
Tariff on imports, 763 
Task.wages, 485-7 
Taste, changes in, and economic welfar'e, 

84-6, 273 ; national dividend and, 
54, 55,56, 58, 62, 84·5, 136, 142 n. 

Taussig, Professor: on average life ot 
machinery, 38 ; on immigration and 
wages, 658 n,"; on joint supply Rnd 
railway rates, 297-8, 299; on lIlaxi
mum prices, 241 n. ; on monopoly 
control, 369 . 

Taxation: 
of bachelors by family wage system, 

603-4 
as coercive transference, 711 
death duties, 29, 41, 711,716-17,741, 

742 
,equality of net products and,194·7, 

203, 205, 226, 380 
of excess profits, 41, 231, 232, 241 n. 
graduation of, 711, 712, 713-15, 716 
of income, 41, 711-16, 741, 742 
of increasing snpply price industries, 

226, 228 
monopolistic industry purchased by 

• . 406 
national divideml and, 226, 228, 727 

death duties and, 711, 716-17,741, 
742; income tax and, 711-16, 741, 
742 • 

prices, regulation of, and, 231-2 
oli propert]', 716-17 . 
savings and, 28, 29, 30, 715-17 

Taylor, Mr., on improvemeut compensa
tion, 180 

Taylor system of scientific management, 
212-14; task-wage method, 486 

Telegraphic communication, early history 
of, 388 

Tenancy contracts and private and Rocial 
net product, 176-7, 179-83 

Tenants' improvements: compensation 
for, 180-83, 184 

Tenure, security of, 183-5 
Textile industries: depression in, 522; 

inventions and unemployment in, 
670 

Thomson, Proressor J. A., on heredity, 
114, 121 

Time-dimension of capital items, 48-9 
Time-wages: dismissal method7and, 520; 

efficiency and, 477-8, 571-8, 610; 
fair, 583-4 ; minimnm, 582-4; 
national minimum, 611-16 ; output 
and, 477-8, 479n.·, 571-6 

Town Couneils and municipal under
takings, 387 

Town-planning, 197 
Town Tenanta (Iteland) Act, 181, 183 
Trade Boards, wage regulation by, 633, 

534·6, 53i, 562, 596-7 
Trade Boarda Acts, 533, 534, 535, 5i3, 

596 
Trade Unions: 

coercil'e extension of..J>greementa an'l, 
443 

demarcation rules of, 505 
dismi.sal method disliked by, 520 
industrial disputes and, 415, 416 
Labour Exchangcs and 515·16 
mobility of labour restricted by, 505 
standard wage-rate. and, 202, (;31, 

572, 574, 582, 620 
trade marks and, in Anstrlllia, 531 n.' 
unemployment insurance and, 720 n. 
women and, 534 

Tradition: distribution of labour an(l, 
606; women's labour and, 606·7, 
568, 570 n. 

Training: agricultural, 746 ; industrial, 
745-6 

Tramways Act, British, 370 
Transrerability: of unita of commodity, 

275-7, 278; of unita of demand, 
277-8 

Transferences from rich to poor: 
bounties on consumption as, 735·9 
coercive, 708, 711, 717 
conditional, 718-20 
dilferential, 718. 726-31, 734 
excess income available for, 96 
expectation of: national dividend and, 

708-17,718-34,737; different types 
of,718-34 

fact of: national dividend and, PO·91, 
92-3, 740-55; .. incurahles" and, 
7 43-4; investment in training, 
health, and .. elfare and, 742-3, 744-
747, 750-51, 751-5 
purcbasing power and, 751·5 

neutral, 718, 720-26 
possibility of, 703-7 
as purchasing power, 751·5 
transfer of demand and, 171 
voluntary, 708-11, 755 

Transport: costs or, and movement of 
labour, 601, 508-9 ; improved, 87 ; 
simple competition and, 291-6 (.te 
Railway rateo); strike, 441-2 

Transvaal Indigenc), Commission: on 
Lahour Excbanges, 515 ; 00 unem
ployment, 525, 578 

Treasory receipta in relation to mone), 
iOCOID*",41 

Tredgold, Dr., on fertilit)' of feeble
minded,110 

Truck Acts, 497-8 
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Truste, 263·6, 837·9 
control over monopolistic power of, S37, 

850.55, 863, 878; direct methode, 
857·9; price regulation, S59·63, 
865·77; sanctions of, and penalties 
for evasion, 363·5 

cut·throat competition by, 269, 840, 
845·6, 850·/)3; legislation against, 
337, 350·118, 356 

economy of, 840·42 

Uncertalnty.bearing, 163, 166·8, 654, 
656, App. I. 769·79; labour co· 
operant with, 656, 659·60; large· 
Icale management and, 257 ; public 
departments and, 386, 892 n., 895· 
400; speculators take, from pro· 
ducera, 777; ~me element In, App. 
I. 770; waiting segregated from, 
163·6, 16t1·8, App. I. 769·70, 771, 
773, 774-

Under·rate workers and standard wage, 
572·4-

Unemployment.: 
age·distrlbution and, 577 
benefit, State contribution to, 515·16, 

609. 690-91, 731 
evil eliecd of, 523·6 
Ignorance o( opportunities. and in· 

formation agencies and, 511·17 
luefficiency and, 479, 576·8 
insurance, 494. lil6, 698, 720 n. 
Inventions and, 387, 670·71 
ehort·time t1e9'1UI, li18-29 
uneconomically high wages and, 702 
wide markets and, 624·6 

United Kin~dom: aggregate national in· 
come of, 761 

arbitration In, 424, 449·50 
United States: auti·trust legislation in, 

337, 338·9, 350, 351.2, 363; coal 
strike in, 412 "-

industrial disputes, settlement of. in : 
agreement extension, 443; arbitra· 
tion, 424·1i, 429 n.; 439·40'; Con· 
ciliation Boards, 423; mediation, 
436 ; referendum, 431 n. 

labonr turn·over in, 51911.1 

moulders and rate· cutting in, 480 
railway rates in,! SOl, 30S, 304, S05, 

862 
trusts and cnt·throat competition in, 

345, 349, S51·6 . 
w&g88 in: Immigration and, 658, 

707 n.-; minimnm wage, 537 n.'. 
514, 575, 597, 612; unions and 
standard wage, 574, 575 

women's labour conditions regnlated 
In, 53:1 ,..1, 536, 537.61:1 

Units of business, size of, 400·403 

Units of resources, 216 "-; analytical 
expreB8ion of, 175 

Unskilled labourers: paupera and, 730 ; 
riss in real wage·rate. of, 98; wages 
of, increase in aggregate, 97 

. Utah, minimum wage in, 612 
Utility and desiredness, 23 

Vagrancy, 733·4 
Value of sorvice principle in railway 

rates, 290, 301·7; classification of 
goods and passengers under, 302·7; 
cost of service principle and, 290, 
30i·15; national dividend and, 
307,311, 312 

Van Marken aud wolfare work, 4i6 ... 2, 

709 
Veasellitsky, Miss, on women'. labour, 

89 n. 
Vested Intere.ts and price control, '3 i7 . 

378, 406 
Victoria: labour conditions regulated in, 

532, 537 ; minimum wage in, 611, 
681; atandard rates in, 573, 5H 

Vinci, Professor, on measuring elasticity 
of demand, App. II. 78311. B 

Wage.earnera: income of, 89 n., 94·5, 
100·101; numbers of, 655·6; pro .. 
ducs for wage· earners, 687·8 

Wages: 
cantracts and full information, 496·7 
cost of living and. 549, 5S2, 595·6, 

597 ·9, 602·3, 638 
demand for labour and, 452, 528, 613· 

614,1118.20,621·:1,623.31,632·3, 
680·85, '686 

diagrammatic treatment of, App. III. 
810·11 

disputes about, analy.ed, 415, 4li· 
418,451·61 

efficiency and, 477·8, 571·8, 5i8·84, 
605·10, 613,621·2, 6a01l., 7Sh.'; 
interference to raise wages and, 
605.10, 680; piece.wages and, 
478.84, 487, 578·84, 4l09·10, 
618 n.; preminm plans and, 480-
48~ ; task wages and, 485·7; time
wages and, 477·8, 571·8, 610 

fair, 549, 585·91; determination of, 
571·8" 578·84. 589·90; living 
wage and, 596·601; national 
divid.nd and interference to raise, 
550, 593·4. 595, 600·602, 60S, 
679,690·91 

family system, 602·4 
bed and fluctuating, 617 ·39; efficiency 

and, 621, 622; labour deruand 
and supply and, 618.23, 623·33 ; 
national dividend and, 618, 619, 
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Wag •• (contd.)-
620-24 ; .Bliding soalel and indioel 
for, 63~-9 

hours of labour and, 89 n., 468 . 
indices to: margins, 635-6; output, 

473-8; price, 633-6; profit, 636-·· 
638 

objections to, 637-9 
interference to raise, 530-39; by con

sumers, 530-31, 536; by public' 
authorities, 530, 531 

evasion of, 532-6, 537-9; sahctiona 
of, 536-9 

it'on law of, 101 
minimum: adjustment to elliciollcy 

and, 535-6, 572-6, 583-4, 613-14, 
615-16; day-wage, 534-5, 611 ; 
and demand for labour, 632 n.', 
681, 683-4; legislation for, 444, 
535-6, 573, 582, 584, 597, 611-
612; time-wage, 582, 583, 611-16 

mobility of labour and, 552-3, 554-5, 
556, 560-61, 601 

money and real, 548, 552, 595·6, 
686-8.693 

national dividend and, 474, 487, 507 ; 
fixed and fluctuating, 618, 619, 
620-24 ; interference to raise fair, 
550, 593-4, 595, 600-602, 608, 
679, 690-91; interference to rai •• 
unfair, 550, 551, 553-6, 560-63, 
569, 607 ·8, 613; national· mini
mum, 613-16; wage reactions on 
eliiciency, 607-1(1 

output and, 473·8; piece-wage, 478-
484, 487, 578-84, 61871 .. ; pre
mium plans, 480-82 ; task-wage, 
485-7 ; time-wage, 478, 571-8 

piece-wages, 478-80, 484 n.2, 578·84 ; 
dismissal method and, 520; output 
and, 478-84,487,57-8-84, 618 n. ; 
scale of, 534-6 

post-war, in England, 697-8 
premiulD plans, 480-82 
prices anel, 417, 442, 633-4, 635, 637, 

639 . 
profits snd, 636·7 
salary system suggested, 528-9 
sliding scales of: adjusted to east of 

living, 595-6, 597, 638; to 
. "margins," 635-6 ; to output or 
profit, 473-8, 636-7; to prices, 
417, 442, 633-5. 637, 639; to 
size of lamily, 602-3 ; objections 
to, 637-9 

State interference with, 509, 534-9, 
617; minimum wage, 611-14; 
raising of f"ir wages and national 
dividend, 550, 551, 59:J-4, 595, 
599-602, 608, 679, 688-9, 690-

Wai •• (contd.l-
691 ; raising of unfair wag .. and 
national dividend, 5~O, 551, 553-
556, 560-63, 669, 607-8, 613 

subsidies to, 697-702; analytical 
. treatment of, 698-9, 700 

task-wages, 485·7 
time-wage.: dismissal method and, 
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